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Investors bracing for week ahead
By LISA SING HANIA
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — With Wall
Street on a nine-week losing streak
and the stock market trading at levels not seen in years, investors are
girding themselves for more losses
this week.
"I don't think we're bottomed
out yet. I think we're still in for a
long ride down," said Steve Hinkle,
50, a chemist in Bristol, Penn., who
has stopped buying stocks out of
concern more declines are ahead.
"The stock market is uneven and
shaky. I think it's going to get
worse."
He could be right. Even after the
390-point plunge Friday that took
the Dow Jones industrials to its
worst close in nearly four years,
many market observers say a brief
bounce higher on bargain hunting is

AP Photo

WALL STREET WORRIES ... A
Japanese businessman walks
past an electronic board flashing the stock market's falling
points in downtown Tokyo
today.

Catfish farmers
facing overseas
competition
TFU CI'TY, Ky.(AP) — A group
of western Kentucky farmers
thought harvesting catfish might
prove to be a lucrative alternative to
raising tobacco.
But now, competition has unexpectedly come from overseas —
specifically, Vietnam — and the
farmers are worried their idea could
be short-lived.
Two years ago, farmers in eight
western Kentucky counties formed
the Purchase Area Aquaculture
Cooperative with funding from $1.5 million in grants' and subsidies.,
including
$481,000
from
Kentucky's share of the national
tobacco settlement.
The co-op not only raises fish,
but processes them at a plant in
Graves County.
Now, the 54 co-op members, the
majority of the catfish growers in
the state, and other American growers say the U.S. market is being
overwhelmed by cheaper fish from
Vietnam.
In May, President Bush took
steps to protect American catfish
growers by signing a bill that prevents the fish imported from
Vietnam from being labeled as catfish. The Catfish Farmers of
America also said last month that
Vietnam began dumping fish into
the United States below market
price. A U.S. Department of
Commerce hearing on the issue was
held Friday, and a report is due Aug.
19.
In Kentucky, farmers have gotten
help from the General Assembly,
specifically Murray's State Senator
Bob Jackson. which passed a law

requiring state facilities to buy
Kentucky catfish if it is available.
Even after the recent legislative
changes, Kentucky's catfish growers say they have a wait-and-see
attitude about the industry's future.
"We didn't have a clue it(the foreign competition) was coming,"
said Dan Bonk,a grower who serves
as the co-op's marketing agent."We
did not know (imports) would cause
the market price to slide."
But it did, dropping 25 percent,
from 80 cents a pound to 60 cents, a
figure near the cost of production.
The resulting market glut, combined
with the recession, drove down
prices that distributors and restaurants were willing to pay for the
Kentucky-grown fish. Between
1998 and 2001, imports of the
Vietnamese version — called basa
— surged nearly 700 percent to take
a 20 percent market share.
"We knew we would have competition from the big guys down
south," said Joe Currin, Purchase
Area Aquaculture Co-op's vice president, who raises 12 acres of catfish
on his farm and 12 additional acres
of fingerlings in nursery ponds on
the co-op's grounds.
"Never did we think it (the competition) would be from an import.
Prices now are almost break-even,
and that's not what you're in it for."
Currin said in an effort to stay
afloat, the co-op temporarily has
deferred payments to growers, and
that has caused a ripple effect.
"Growers are trying to hold on.
but banks are wanting their money,

•See Page 2

the best the market is likely to get —
and more losses Monday were still a
strong possibility.
"Mondays following Friday
declines have always been difficult,
and I suspect (today) will be no different," New York Stock Exchange
chairman and chief executive
Richard Grasso told NBC's "Meet
the Press" program on Sunday.
Analysts say lagging investor
confidence, already battered after
two years of losses in the market, is
a key reason for much of the market's poor performance.
Investors have become increasingly disillusioned by the spate of
accounting and corporate scandals
at companies ranging from Enron
Corp. to WorldCom Inc. The market's sharp selloffs have brought the
major stock gauges to below their
post-Sept. 11 lows, and only

increased investors' sense of helplessness. 3
As a result, many would-be buyers are no longer willing to take any
chances and are avoiding stocks and
mutual funds. Others are selling,
and shifting their money to invest;
ments perceived as less risky, such
as cash savings accounts or bonds.
Equity mutual funds lost $11.4
billion during the week ending July
17, the largest outflow this year,
according to AMG Data Services.
And a third of people surveyed in a
CNN-Time poll released Sunday
indicated recent declines in the
stock market have caused them to
consider delaying retirement.
Although a rebound was possible
today simply because of the magnitude of the market's losses this past
week — 665 points on the Dow,54
points on the Nasdaq composite

index and 73 points on the Standard
& Poor's index — few analysts
doubt it will last because the
prospects for more bad news are significant. Indeed, late Sunday,
embattled telecommunications company WorldCom filed for bankruptcy — a move likely to further rattle
the markets.
"We have more earnings reports
coming out, and there's not a lot of
optimism," said Bryan Piskorowski,
market commentator at Prudential
Securities."Even though the market
is very, very oversold here, there's
not really a lot of reasons to buy."
The second-quarter earnings
reports that have come out so far
this month have given investors few
reasons to believe an upturn will
come anytime soon. Bellwether
technology company Intel reported
weaker-than-expected results this

Pickin' The Right One

past week, while announcing more
job cuts. Other companies issuing
disappointing results included
Caterpillar, Siebel Systems and
Baxter International. More earnings
reports are expected this week.
including American Express and
Texas Instruments.
At the same time, there have
been more questions about corporate bookkeeping — this time at
AOL
Time
Warner
and
DaimlerChrysler. Many analysts
expect the issue to continue to pressure the market until at least midAugust, when the SEC has asked
roughly 1,000 top CEOs to certify
that their financial statements are
accurate. If the process goes
smoothly, some analysts say that
could reassure the market. Any
delays, however, might trigger more
declines.

WorldCom
files for
Chapter 11

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

MAIN STREET MARKETING
Jerry Wyatt of Wyatt Farms in Benton, Ky., sorts through his
batch of tomatoes putting them in baskets as he prepares to sell them during Saturday's
Farmer's Market on the Courthouse Square.

By MATT MOORE
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- Tottering
under massive debt and a nearly S4
billion
accounting
scandal.
WorldCom Inc. filed the largest
bankruptcy in U.S. history. an anticipated move that isn't expected to
affect the millions of customers of
the company's telephone and
Internet services.
The telecommunications giant
filed for Chapter II bankruptcy protection Sunday night, nearly a
month after it disclosed hiding billions of dollars in expenses through
deceptive accounting. ,With $107
.billion in assets reported in its filing.
WorldCom's bankruptcy was nearly
twice that of Enron Corp.'s recordsetting filing last year.
WorldCom — a conglomerate of
more than 70 companies that
includes MCI, the nation's second largest long-distance telephone
provider — reported liabilities of
more than $65 billion.
The bankruptcy, the latest in a
stunning series of corporate collapses, had been expected.
WorldCom CEO John Sidgmore
said the bankruptcy should have no
effect on the company's customers.
"At the end of the day, this really
will be business as usual," he said.
"We don't think that there will be
any significant impact on the
employees and vendors, for that
matter, and we should have plenty Of
cash to make it."
Federal
Communications
Commission chairman Michael K.
Powell said he believed the bankruptcy wouldn't lead to "an immediate distyption of service to con•See
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Turn lane's 're-appearing act' caused confusion for some drivers
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The center turn lane on the corner of Maple and Fourth
streets magically reappeared last week.
City Administrator Don Elias said Friday that the center
turn lane at Fourth and Maple streets was removed the
Monday after the Fourth of July holiday to help traffic flow.
Elias said after conducting a traffic survey on how many
people used the turn lane at that street, the city decided it
would close the lane to help traffic.

"There were so few people making that turn," he said
"We saw no need to have a turn lane there."
However, soon after removing the lane and repainting
the lines, the original turn lane lines reappeared on the
street and caused confusion to drivers.
This past Friday morning, the turn lane was blocked off
again to apply a coat of asphalt sealant to cover the old
lines.
The lanes, without the turn lane, are 16 feet wide each.
it is a much wider area for cars to go through," Elias
said.

Muffliy, 11 42071

Kentucky Lottery
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TURN LANE TRICK .. The
center turn lane at Fourth
and Maple streets was
blocked off Friday morning to apply a coating of
asphalt sealant on old
turn lane lines.
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Levin urging caution with Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee supports
President Bush's determination that
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
must go, but he is advising caution.
"We want Saddam to go, obviously, but before there's any kind of
an attack, there's got to be a reason
for it," Sen. Carl Levin. D-Mich.,
said Sunday.
A reason, he said, would be either
proof that Saddam had a hand in the
Sept. 11 attacks or that he was on the
verge of using.a chemical, biological or nuclear weapon.
And. Levin said, the Bush administration might consider that
Saddam "might not use a weapon of
mass destruction if we don't attack
him."
"As a matter of fact, the intelli-

gence community, I think for the
most part, thinks he would not initiate it, because it would lead to his
own destruction. And he loves himself more than he hates us," Levin
said on CNN's "Late Edition."
"His own survival is first and
foremost in his mind."
Another key lawmaker who
advocates getting rid of Saddam,
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., said he
plans hearings by his Foreign
Relations Committee to assess the
threat level and what should follow
any military action:
Biden said he plans to bring in
expert witnesses "to lay out the
question of 'What is the nature of
the threat? How immediate is the
threat? What's the threat of inaction'? And what happens the day
after we take down Saddam?' These

TownCrier

ever in the history of the United The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
States of America that we have
essentially invaded another country • Calloway County 4-H is sponsoring a Rocketry Day Camp Tuesday,
pre-emptively to take out a leader- July 23,from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion at Murray-Calloway
ship, I think justifiably given the County Park. There, youth will learn about aviation and do simple skills
to learn about rockets. All school-aged youth are welcome to participate.
case being made."
Biden cautioned, however, if"we For further information, call the Extension Office at 753-1452.
go in and take out Saddam, and we
don't decide to stay there and help
reconstruct a situation that's stable,
then we may be worse off than we
were before."
Levin, the Armed Services chairCalloway County Sheriff's Office
man, also wants the administration
Barbara
A.
Jones,
57, Murray, was treated and released at the
•
to be more careful with how its offiMurray-Calloway County Hospital Thursday following a one-vehicle
cials handle plans for potential bat"The president has the authority tle. "Our rhetoric has got to be much aocident.
Jones was driving east on Highway 732 approximately one mile east
right now if, in fact, he has reason to more complex, our thought processbelieve that we're under a threat of es more complex," he said. "There of Snipe Creek Road when her vehicle dropped off the right side of the
road. Jones then overcorrected and crossed over to the opposite side of
imminent attack. No one's has made are a lot of real problems here, and
that case yet," Biden said.
the first ones to recognize that ... are the road, sausing the vehicle to go into a sideways skid. The driver's
"And this will be the first time the uniformed military leaders."
side of the vehicle then struck a tree and finally came to a stop on top
of the broken dump of the tree.
Murray Fire Department
• Three trucks and eight firefighters responded to a vehicle fire at
1500 Cardinal Drive Friday at approximately 8 p.m. Once the fire was
extinguished, wire cutters were used to cut the vehicle's battery cables.
Brosnahan said on CNN.
• One truck and two firefighters responded to a smoke scare at 509
Lindh, from a middle-class family in Mann County', Calif., was cap- S. Seventh St. Saturday at approximately 9:30 p.m. Upon arrival, firetured with other Taliban prisoners in fighters discovered that the occupant of the residence, who had called
Afghanistan in December. He told the fire department, was burning incense, which appeared to be causmilitary interrogators he once met ing the odor.
— Information gathered from reports,
suspected al-Qaida terror masterlogs and citations from respective agencies
mind Osama bin Laden.
Brosnahan has portrayed Lindh
as a peaceful, devout Muslim. He
said Sunday that Lindh could be
freed for good behavior after serving
17 years, before his 40th birthday.
The deal will allow Lindh to travel to Mecca, Saudi Arabia, on the
hajj, a pilgrimage that all able-bodied Muslims who can afford it are
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The Tobacco Road, said as many as 30
John Walker Lindh
expected to make at least once in
only winning ticket in a $41.5 mil- regular customers buy Powerball
faced charges including conspiracy their lifetimes.
lion Powerball drawing was sold in tickets at the store each week.
"John wished to do that. The govto kill U.S. nationals that could have
Lexington, lottery officials said
"I hope it's one of our regulars,"
sent him to prison for life. He plead- ernment understood that, and we today.
Hurst said. "Maybe they'll rememed guilty to providing services to entered into terms which would
The winning ticketholder from ber me in their will."
Afghanistan's former rulers, the allow him to do that. It's purely a Saturday night's drawing had not yet
It marks the second straight
Taliban militia, and an explosives religious matter," his lawyer said.
come forward, said Kentucky lottery month that a winning Powerball
Brosnahan said Lindh's family
charge.
spokesman Rick Redman.
ticket has been sold in Kentucky.
Prosecutors have said they did hoped he would be assigned to a
"We have not heard from anyone Last month, Joe and Lili Anderson
not know how helpful Lindh would federal prison in northern California as of yet," he said.
of Murray claimed at $14 million
so he can beclose to relatives — and
be for America's war on terrorism.
The winning ticket was sold at a Powerball jackpot. They had pur"The truth is being a soldier in that his safety will be protected.
"Steps will be taken, I'm strong- Tobacco Road store at 2399 chased their ticket in Aurora.
the Taliban army up in the district of
Nicholasville Road in Lexington,
Takhar doesn't let you in on much ly hopeful, that will secure John in Redman said.
really
valuable information,", the years ahead," Brosnahan said.
Brenda Hurst, manager of
are major, major issues."
Eventually, Biden said on "Fox
News Sunday," Bush should take his
plans to get the support of Congress
before making his move, "and I
think he'd get everybody on board."
That would not be necessary,
however, if Bush determined that
Saddam poses an immediate threat
to the United States, or his government is found to be linked to the alQaida terror network. Unlike Levin,
Biden thinks the United States
should retaliate in that case even
without a direct Iraqi role in Sept.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — John
Walker Lindh is ready to cooperate
with terrorism investigators, as he
promised to do in return for a lighter
sentence, but he may have little
information to give, his lawyer said
Sunday.
Lindh, the young Californian
captured by American forces in
Afghanistan, pleaded guilty a week
ago to fighting alongside the Taliban
militia. In return, prosecutors
dropped the most serious charges
against him.
James Brosnahan, Lindh's chief
defense attorney, said Sunday the
deal also will allow Lindh to travel
on a religious pilgrimage to the
Muslim holy city of Mecca after his
release.
Lindh, 21, is expected to receive
a 20-year prison sentence in
October. The Muslim convert has
agreed to submit to questioning by
government interrogators, take liedetector tests and testify in trials.
"The fact is he doesn't know a
whole lot, but he will cooperate with
them fully. If he can save American
lives, he will do it," Brosnahan said
on CNN's "Late Edition."
Before the plea agreement, Lindh

Ky. claims another
Powerball winner

•Catfish ...
From Front

•WorldCom
From Front

Chapter 11 as a viable enterprise.
"My concern with that scenario
sumers or threaten the operation of is it's unclear what other surprises
WorldCom's Internet backbone WorldCom has in store," Johnstone
facilities."
said. "The (internal) audit is not
But the bankruptcy threatens to complete. At this point we don't
scare off anxious _customers who know how much revenue or cash
have been approaching competitors flo.sv the company has."
like Sprint, AT&T and SBC
The decepti*e accounting, invesCommunications since news of the tigations and collapse of WorldCom
accounting scandal broke.
follow costly scandals at other bigSidgmore told The Associated name
companies,
including
.Press his company had negotiated Adelphia Communications, Global
approximately $2 billion in financ- Crossing and Enron. all of which
ing while it reorganizes. The compa- have filed for bankruptcy protection
ny. which is hiring a restructuring as they attempt to pay creditors and
team to ease the process, hopes to reorganize their businesses.
emerge from bankruptcy in 12
Sidgmore said WorfdCom is
months.
cooperating with investigators to
Drake Johnstone, a telecom ana- "help them find the bad guys, punish
lyst with Davenport & Co. in the bad guys and leave the company
Richmond, Va.,said the hope among alone."
the banks providing the new money
In an interview this morning on
is that WorldCom will be able to NBC's "Today," Sidgmore said the
restructure its debt and emerge from company had no plans to lay off

more staff. The company announced sion.
in June that it would lay off 17,000
The high-speed Internet infraworkers, or 20 percent of its global structure that telecom companies
work force.
had been building throughout the
Clinton, Miss.-based WorldCom late 1990s lost much of its value
admitted June 25 that it falsely very quickly once it became apparaccounted for $3.85 billion in ent there was little consumer
expenses, which had the effect of demand for the services being
inflating profits. That day, it fired:
offered over this so-called broadchief financial officer Scott band network.
Sullivan, who was subsequently
The long-distance sector, meanaccused by the company's auditor, while, has been pounded by falling
Arthur Andersen, of withholding rates and growing competition from
crucial
information
about local Baby Bells, who have received
WorldCom's bookkeeping.
federal permission to hone in on the
Even before the hidden expenses market. Long-distance carriers such
were exposed, WorldCom was as WorldCom's MCI are also losing
engulfed in turmoil.
business as customers grow fond of
WorldCom's stock price traded e-mail and cell phones.
as high as $64.50 in June 1999.
In March, the Securities and
However, shares of WorldCom and Exchange Commission launched a
other telecommunications compa- wide-ranging investigation into
nies have slid with the dot-corn bub- WorldCom that included a review of
ble burst and other market forces $408 million in loans made to forthat caused an industrywide implo- mer chief executive Bernie Ebbers.
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too," he said. "The situation for
some growers is not good, but they
are staying with it. Some have
stopped buying new fish to raise
because of the feed bills."
Prices have stopped declining,
Bonk said, and he predicts an
upswing, possibly with the price
reaching 85 cents a pound or higher.
"At that-price, growers can makemoney," he said. And Bill Green,
Graves County extension agent,
predicts the 281 acres of ponds run
by the co-op's growers will increase
to 450 by the end of 2003.
More than half of the state's estimated 500 acres of catfish ponds
belong to members of the Purchase
Area co-op. They are also the only
group in the state mass-producing
the fish for market. The remainder
of the state's acreage is hatcheries or
pay lakes, according to the state
Department of Agriculture.
The co-op's assembly line is running at about 40 percent of capacity.
When working full-tilt the plant can
process 25,000 pounds of fish in an
eight-hour shift. The plant is going
to a five-day a week processing
schedule, up from three, Green said.
Recent marketing efforts landed
a contract with three area Captain
D's Seafood Restaurants. Signs proclaim the fish is locally grown, and
sales have been brisk. Purchases
have increased from about 33 to 130
pounds a day by the restaurants, and
sales may expand to other fast-food
outlets, said co-op plant manager
Tom French.
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Firefighters wait for guard help

Deaths
Mrs. Melinda L Bogert

Mrs. Isle Mae Elkins

Mrs. lsie Mae Elkins, 86, South 13th Street, Murray,
died Sunday, July 21, at 2002,at 4:30 p.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
Her husband, Walter J. Elkins, two sisters, Myrtle
Underhill and Eula Jones, and one brother, Roy Irvin,
all preceded her in death. Born Oct. 23, 1915, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Finis
Irvin and Fannie Berkley Irvin.
Survivors include three nieces, Mrs. Robbie
Trevathan, Mrs. Ella Moody and Mrs. Catherine Glass,
all of Murray; five nephews, Cullen Irvin, William
Charles Underhill and the Rev. Shelby Underhill, all of
Murray, Shirley Underhill, Louisiana and Tommy
Underhill of Indiana. _
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Ted Miller Wilson

Ted Miller Wilson, 76, South 13th Street, Murray,
died Sunday, July 21, 2002, at 7:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, he was a member of Memorial Baptist
Church and a Navy veteran of World War II.
Born Aug. 12, 1925, in Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Marion Wilson and Grace Caldwell
Wilson. Also preceding him in death were three brothers, Boyce, Charles and James Wilson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Quava Wilson, to
whom he was married June 5, 1948, in Corinth, Miss.;
two sons, James Phillip Wilson and Dan Keith Wilson,
both of Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs. Frances Wilson,
Memphis, Tenn.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Brett Miles will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Frances Ann Mellon

Mrs. Melinda L. Bogert, 52, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Saturday, July 20, 2002, at 8:25 a.m. at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
An Army veteran, she was employed in the housekeeping department of Henry County Healthcare,
Paris, Tenn. She was a member of Point Pleasant
Baptist Church, Buchanan.
She was married Feb. 27, 1970, to Roland John
Bogert who died July 23, 1990. Born May 12, 1950, in
California, she was the daughter of Vernon Roberta
Finley and the late Lee Clayton Yeager. Also preceding
her in death were her stepfather, John L. Finley, three
brothers, Dennis Clayton Yeager, William George
Yeager and Robert Dewayne Yeager, and her grandmother, Zeddie Spillman.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Michelle
George and husband, Mark, Paris, and Mrs. Tammy
Erwin, Murray; her mother, Mrs. Vernon Roberta
Finley, Paris; twin sister, Mrs. Belinda Mitchuson and
husband, Rodger, Buchanan, and sister, Mrs. Edna
Coles, Paris; three grandchildren, Brandan George,
Justin George and Amaada George.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral .Home. Burial
will follow in Farmington Cemetery, Farmington.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Frances Ann Mellon, 63,
Highway 140, Puryear, Tenn., died
Sunday, July 21, 2002, at 2:05 a.m, at
Henry County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.
A retired deputy clerk of Henry
County, Tenn., she was a member of
the Episcopal church.
Born April 6, 1939, in Jackson,
Mich., she was the daughter of the
Mellon
late Leonard Joseph Thomas and
Grace Frances Clem Thomas.
Survivors include her husband, William B. (Bill)
Melon, to whom she was married March 11, 1967; two
daughters, Mrs. Pam Jones and husband, Pat, Benton,
and Ms. Althea Merrell, Puryear; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Marie Morgan, Pittsburgh, Pa.; one son, William B.
Mellon- III and wife, Carrie,-Peryear- WU Sib cis, Mrs.
Lois Barson, Rives Junction, Mich., and Mrs. Dorothy
Bauermeister, Oklahoma City, Okla.; two brothers, John
Thomas, Rives Junction, Mich., and William Thomas,
Jackson, Mich.; eight grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at t p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Tellus Mackie
Gallimore will officiate. Burial will follow in Puryear
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8
p.m. Tuesday.

James Braswell
James Braswell, 84, Butterworth Road, Murray,
died Saturday, July 20, 2002, at 1:55 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Originally from North Carolina, he was the son of
the late Nelson Braswell and Maggie Sumpter
Braswell.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Roxie Walker,
Wilks County, N.C.; one brother, Dallas Braswell,
Hudson, N.C.; several nieces and nephews including
Douglas Whisenant, Murray.
Funeral and burial rites will be in Granite Falls,
N.C. Murray-Calloway Funeral Home was in charge
of local arrangements.

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — An
87,000-acre wildfire that threatened
about 60 homes grew as firefighters
braced for more lightning and awaited help from Oregon National
Guard troops.
A voluntary evacuation order
remained in effect for the threatened
homes near Summer Lake, and several homes in the Silver Lake area
also were in danger, said David
Widmark, a spokesman at the
Interagency
Northwest
Coordination Center.
A convoy of 250 Oregon
National Guard troops was scheduled to arrive Monday fresh from
firefighting training to take over
mop-up duties on the fire, Oregon
Department of Forestry spokesman
Tom Berglund said. He said fire
crews hoped for containment by
Thursday.
Thunderstorms were forecast in
the area of south-central Oregon
with a likelihood of lightning but no
rain, said meteorologist Paul Werth
at the fire center.
Any new fires started by lightning could draw crews off the state's
major blazes, Widmark said.
"What happens with the weather
will tell us what the rest of the week
will look like for fire behavior,"
Widmark said.
Officials dispatched an additional
800 firefighters to the blaze Sunday,
bringing the total force to about
2,000 people before the arrival of
the guard troops.
The blaze was about 40 percent
contained Sunday.
In addition to stiff wind and high
temperatures, firefighters have
faced a threat of electrical arcs as
dense smoke creates short circuits
between the ground and Bonneville
Power Administration power lines
in the area.
Blue bolts of electricity from the

George Robert Kall Jr.
George Robert Kall Jr., 79, Murray, died Thursday,
July 18, 2002, at 2:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He had worked for the Tennessee Valley Authority
for several years and was on the New York Police.
Department for 25 years. He also served in two wars.
One daughter, Veronica, and one son, Brian Joseph
Kall, preceded him in death. He was the son of the late
George R. Kall Sr. and Rose Kall.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patricia T. Kall,
Paris, Tenn.; two sons, William J. Kall, Mansfield,
Tenn., and Robert George Kali, New York; three
grandchildren including Misty Kall, Murray; three
_
great-grandchildren_
No services are scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral
Home was in charge of arrangements.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL — AUGUST 8, 2002
CCHS REGISTRATION:
Schedule Pick up:

12th Grade - 7/29/02
11th Grade - 7/30/02
10th Grade - 7/31/02
9th Grade - 8/1/02
Freshman Orientation;8/5/02 — 6:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

CCMS REGISTRATION:
6th Grade Registration — 7/23/02•6:00 p.m.
7th & 8th Grade Registration — 7/25/02•6:00 p.m.
NORTH ELEMENTARY:8/1/02
Kindergarten thru 5th Grade — 3:00-6:00 p.m.
SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY.8/6/02
Kindergarten 5:00-5:30 p.m. — lst-5th Grade 5:30-7:00 p.m.
EAST ELEMENTARY;8/5/02
Kindergarten 4:30-5:30 p.m. — lst-5th Grade 5:30-6:30 p.m.
PRESCHOOL: Open House & Registration 8/8/02• 2:00-6:00 p.m.
First Day of School for Preschool: 8/19/02

FAMILY DAY IN THE LIBRARY
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HERITAGE BANK

Children Ages 5-9
Story Time & Craft

eAa""" BAPTIST
FrRST

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Stock Market Report

Wednesday, July 24
10 - 11 a.m.

Adults - Ideas For Family
Devotions
"Come prepared to listen and
also share ideas."

Sequoia National Forest
In north-central Washington, firefighters surveying the smoldering
path of a wildfire north of Lake
Chelan learned Sunday that several
buildings, including four cabins,
burned when the blaze raged over
thousands of acres late Friday.
Some 965 firefighters were
working along the southern and
western edges of the fire, which had
burned an estimated 20.992 acres on
the eastern shore of Lake Chelan by
Sunday evening. Crews had the fire
about 10 percent contained Sunday.
Two-hundred homes remained
evacuated, while residents in 75
homes to the west of the evacuated
area were allowed to return home
Sunday evening, said fire information officer Koshare Lomnicki.

power lines already have killed several cows and firefighters won't go
near the lines.
Two fires joined on Saturday to
form the huge blaze on rolling hills
between Summer Lake and Silver
Lake, producing one leading edge
about a mile long.
Altogether, about 25 major fires
active Sunday in Oregon had burned
a total of 216,000 acres, officials
said.
Elsewhere, a fire burning out of
control about 150 miles northeast of
Los Angeles destroyed six to 10
structures and forced the evacuation
of about 400 people. officials Said.
The blaze erupted Sunday at 2:15
p.m. and by late Sunday night had
burned more than 5,000 acres. said
Denise Alonzo, a spokeswoman for

Orange County prosecutor reviews
death penalty in girl's murder

Make a Difference Day
July 27 - 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Roy Stewart Stadium

ELAINE THOMPSON AP Phi

WILDFIRES ... Firefighter George McDowell walks past the
Silver fire, a part of the Toolbox complex, following his shift
there Saturday. July 20, 2002. near Silver Lake, Ore. Two wildfires crackling through sagebrush and juniper in south-central
Oregon merged Saturday to create an 83,000-acre blaze.
Residents of more than 60 homes were urged to evacuate.

33anling anqitme Jai orr2igki
HERITAGE !MU HAS AlsiEW
So you can get cash at the crack of dawn. at high noon. at the dinner hour or
at the stroke of midnight at our convenient new ATM location across from
the RSEC. It's our way of being neighborly...yesterday...today...tomorrow.

•
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HERITAGE c'A"K
YESTERDAY. TODAY. TOMORROW.
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CapitolIdeas
By Charles Ws)ItedAP Writer

No steps
forward, two
steps back
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Other elements of the Democrats'
Recent overtures between the proposed alternative:
Kentucky House and Senate about a
• Retain the current campaignproposed deal to get a state budget finance system during primaries and
amount to another round of partisan runoffs, including a specification in
lunge and parry. No real movement the budget law that campaign fundresulted, though House leaders may ing is a "necessary governmental
expense." That wording is crucial. It
have lost some footing.
Last week ended where it began. means that campaign funding would
Leaders of the two chambers not be limited to the sum appropriatremained at an impasse. horns firm- ed. Money would be added if needly locked over the question of ed.
whether a budget should contain any
• A $3 million limit and no use of
tax dollars with which to subsidize public money in the general election
campaign. The candidate slates
the 2003 campaigns for governor.
This "partial public financing" is would have to raise everything they
in keeping with what the U.S. spent. However, if one slate went
Supreme Court decreed that states over $3 million, the other would be
must do in order to have campaign given enough public money to keep
spending limits. Otherwise, a candi- up. "That dollar for dollar is really a
date has a First Amendment right to hammer," said House Speaker Jody
spend as much as he or she can Richards, who is running for goverscrape together.
nor and, among the legislative leadGov. Paul Patton included cam- ership, has the single greatest stake
paign finance funding in the budget in the campaign-finance dispute.
he submitted to the General
The Democratic proposal also
Assembly. The House, controlled by would greatly increase the amount
Patton's fellow Democrats, kept of campaign finance reporting
campaign finance in its version of a required of the candidates.
Senate, under
budget. The
Richards, D-Bowling Green, forRepublican control, took it out and warded the proposal last week to
has not budged since.
Senate President David Williams,
Consequently. the new budget who did not directly respond to it,
cycle began July I with Patton run- other than to suggest that Richards
ning the' state on a spending plan of should have its constitutionality
his own devising. Not surprisingly, carefully researched.
his authority to do so is being tested
Williams, R-Burkesville, made it
in court, but the General Assembly clear in his return letter to Richards
may be back in session before there that Republicans are holding to their
is a definitive ruling.
hard line, unwilling to divorce the
House leaders have since floated issue of an overall state budget from
an alternative campaign finance plan that of campaign finance.
that is more complicated than presWilliams suggested "a series of
ent law and more difficult, even for open meetings" on the budget with
them, to defend.
House and Senate leaders,. budget
A key part of it — a ban on committees of both chambers, the
spending by the political parties — General Assembly's budget staff
seems patently unconstitutional, and and, from the executive branch, the
the leaders themselves defended it state budget director.
only tepidly.
As fOr campaign finance, "l°10ok
Majority Leader Greg Stumbo forward to discussing this issue in
conceded "there is a very real con- the context of a legislatively enacted
stitutional issue" about whether budget." Williams said.
party spending can be controlled at
Kentucky's revenue picture gets
all but insisted it was worth a try. bleaker by the week, and Williams
"We don't truly have spending caps knows that makes it even harder to
in the fall (campaign) because the justify "spending tax dollars on
parties can raise and spend so political campaigns."
much." Stumbo said.
So, presumably, does Richards,
That
gave
credence
to who told The Associated Press that
Republican claims that public cam- further meetings on a budget would
paign financing is flawed and has be pointless until campaign finance
served only to limit direct spending was dealt with.
by the campaign organizations, not
total spending in the governor's
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
race.
reporter for The Associated Press.
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Rekindling debate
How to keep the forest healthy and homeowners happy
By ROBERT WELLER
Associated Press Writer
WOODLAND PARK. Colo. (AP) — As a U.S. Forest Service
official briefed homeowners about
a wildfire threatening hundreds of
homes, a woman yelled from the
bleachers:
"Don't tell me not to build a
home in the mountains! I don't
want to hear that."
A Forest Service employee was
heard to mutter: "Then don't ask us
to put the fires out."
yhat little drama touches on a
longtime debate about forest management:
Forests need some fire and thinning to stay healthy or they become
diseased and clogged with underbrush that fuels uncontrollable
wildfires. But tree-loving homeowners don't want any trees cut or
burned — at least not close by.
How can the Forest Service keep
the woods healthy and the homeowners happy?
The conflict cries out for resolution now that hundreds of thousands of people live in mountain
homes at a time when voracious
wildfires roar across the West.
The Forest Service is appealing
to Congress. asking for measures
that will speed up the approval of
prescribed burns and tree-thinning
and make it harder to appeal them.
"We need to close some of the
loopholes so that not just anybody
can stop projects or delay them so
long that the price becomes too
high," said Sonny LaSalle, who
supervised national forests in
Oregon and Colorado before retiring.
It is not unusual for a project to
take several years to get through
the review process. It took five
years to approve a new management plan for the White River
National Forest, 50 miles west of
Denver. The final version abandoned a more aggressive approach
to reducing fuel dangers.
Nearly half of projects designed
to reduce fire risks in national
forests since 2001 were stalled by
appeals, usually by environmentalists seeking to stop logging, a
Forest Service report released July
9 said.
Arizona suffered its worst wildfire in state history in a region
where residents, environmentalists
and the state environmental quality
department fought off tree-

thinning and prescribed burns.
Whether those actions contributed to the out-of-control
Rodeo-Chidiski fire is unclear. But
the Forest Service is preparing an
analysis to try to get some answers.
The wildfire destroyed 467 homes
and nearly 470,000 acres.
Nationwide, with the Western
drought figuring into the equation,
3.1 million acres of forests and
grasslands have burned since
January.
The wildfire rate this year is
nearly three times that of the first
half of 2001, according to the
National Interagenci, Fire Center in
Boise, Idaho.
The difficulties of forest management seem especially acute during such a disastrous season. But
the issue of how best to manage
American forests is an old one.
•• •
Fires occur naturally, and for
thousands of years, Indians set fires
to open transportation corridors,
improve hunting and reduce the
risk ofwildfires burning out of control.
In 1910, Sunset Magazine published an article recommending that
in the West the fledgling Forest
Service use the Indian "cool fire"
method of setting blazes in the
spring and fall to clear out overgrowth and dead trees.
That same year, the "Big Burn"
in Idaho and Montana left 85 people dead and 3 million acres blackened. The Forest Service vowed to
put out every fire by 10 a.m. the
day after it started.
After all, when Theodore
Roosevelt launched the agency in
1905, its primary mission was to
protect timber from logging companies as they raced to meet the
demand for wood to build new
homes across America.
•
But in later years, the agency
and timber industry developed a
close relationship. Companies had a
virtual free rein in the forests, and
wood-related commerce — timber,
plywood, pulp and paper — supported many small Western communities.
Over time, however, environmental concerns mounted over
clear-cutting, water quality and
wildlife habitat. Meanwhile, the
beauty of the West beckoned people from the cities, too.
During the last 40 years, hundreds of thousands of Americans

moved closer to wilderness, and
tourism and recreation supplanted
logging as the forests' chief income
producer.
Besides keeping homeowners
happy, the Forest Service is under
pressure from many competing
interests.
Backpackers want trails closed
to all-terrain vehicles.
Snowmobilers and ATV users wane
the same access as cross-country
skiers. Ski resorts want to expand
into areas that environmentalists
want protected as wildlife habitat.
"King Solomon,coultin't.solve
this one. They would still be fighting over who gets the baby and the
baby would be dead," said Lynn
Jungwirth, executive director of a
California nonprofit organization
offering workshops on forest health
and restoration.
The Forest Service is responsible for 191 million acres in 44
states and when fires break out, it is
also held responsible for protecting
thousands of homes on adjacent
private land. The new communities
expect the Forest Service to come
to their aid when wildfires overwhelm their fire departments, often
volunteer units.
The original policy to extinguish
wildfires was extended to these residential margins, even as fuel loads
in the woods increased to the point
that in dry years almost any spark
would result in a conflagration.
Over the past decade, foresters
have begun letting some fires take
their natural course, along with
thinning the forests by selectively
cutting smaller trees.
In the last two years alone, the
government has spent $796 million
to reduce hazardous fuel levels on
federal land.
How effective the measures
have been is open to debate, and
prescribed burning remains controversial. In some areas where burning and trimming was done, wildfires were slowed. In others, the
fires were so big they burned right
through.
Memories linger of the National
Park Service's burn two years ago
in New Mexico when high winds
whipped the fire out of control. It
destroyed more than 350 homes
and damaged 115 buildings at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory,
home to top-secret defense
research.

The Federal Emergency
Management,Agency paid-$245 ,
million to more than '15,500
claimants in Los Alamos. Many
families still have not rebuilt their
homes. The national park superintendent who approved the burn
resigned and published an apology.
But the Forest Service also
argues that fire alone isn't enough
to solve the problem; the agency
wants logging expanded into areas
where it is banned.
Logging has declined dramatically under pressure from conservationists. with-70 percent less woOd
removed from national forests in
1999 than in 1987. That, too, has
increased forest overgrowth,
foresters say.
Other experts might not embrace
old-school logging as a solution,
but they acknowledge the job is too
big for controlled burning alone.
Stephen Pyne, an Arizona State
University environmental historian,
compared reintroducing fire alone
into the landscape with trying to
bring back an extinct species.
"Fire won't solve all the problems," he said. "It is not an ecological pixie dust that you can sprinkle
over a forest and the threat is gone.
That would be like dropping
wolves into a Denver mall."
Pyne, the author of several
books on fire and environmental
history, said burns aren't safe in
many areas until considerable brush
has been removed.
Mainstream environmental
groups do not oppose thinning in
some spots near urban areas, but
they argue that wildfire fears
should not be used as an excuse to
return to large-scale logging that
wipes out healthy, mature trees.
They argue that those methods do
little to reduce the danger, while
leaving the forests a wreck that will
burn anyway.
Even if thinning projects are
approved, it may not be possible to
find a logging company to do them.
Many mills have closed, and many
of the projects would not pay for
themselves. Logging companies
would have to be paid to remove
small trees.
No matter what course is taken,
it will take years to reduce the fire
threat now,
Said LaSalle, the retired forestry
supervisor: "It took 100 years for
us to get where we are. We are not
going to change it overnight."
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Got Something To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-7531927 or by mail to 1001 Whitriell Ave., Murray, KY
42071. Letters must be signed and have a telephone
number!
For questions, call Eric Walker at 753-1916, ext. 21.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name,

address and telephone number so we may contact you
if there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350
words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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Electricians give much
service to the area

Anniversary

Ladies of the Oaks Golf
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club
held their regular Wednesday Golf
Day on July 17.
Winners of the golf scramble
were as follows:
Shirley Wade, Cynthia Darnell
and Bronda Parker, first;
Rowena Sanders, Melva Hatcher,
Crystal Parks and Martha Broach,
second;
Laura Parker, Sue Wells and
Mary Alice Smith, third;

While driving north on South 16th Street Friday,
I passed the Murray Electric System truck with the
dipper raised with one of the employees up there
working on the wiring in that area.
I marvel at the expertise and knowledge needed to
do the work of the electricians in keeping the electric
system in operation. This is such important work
and takes knowledge and experience to keep up with
the work.
Just changing a light bulb for many of us can
Jo's
become a task, and to check the breakers and sockDatebook ets in our homes can be a trying experience.
By Jo Burkeen Electricity is so powerful. With one false move,a person can be electrocuted.
Community
When I see these workers, I think of the late B.B.
Editor
Hook Jr. of Murray who was killed accidentally
while working as an electrician with the Tennessee Valley Authority
at
the Wildcat Beach area on Kentucky Lake getting it ready for the
Memorial Day holiday in May of 1982.

Murray Golf and Country Club

AARP Chapter will meet

Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP will meet Tuesday. July 23, at
11:30 a.m. at Boulders Cafe at North 16th and Chestnut Streets. Follow
ing
lunch, the group will have a program concerning the Health and Welfar
e
Festival to be held here in October. All members and interested persons are
invited to attend, according to Dr. Sally DuFord, president.

Medical supplies needed

An appeal has been made by local senior citizens for help with donations
of supplies for medical or rehabilitation purposes. This includes crutche
s,
potty chairs, wheel chairs, walkers, etc. Anyone having any of
these to
donate may call Millard Ellis at 759-0428.

Singles meeting Tuesday

Murray SOS (singles organizational society) will meet Tuesday, July
23,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn. Plans for the summer dance, sponsored
by the
SOS, for Friday, July 26, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at Gibson's Buildin
g,
Mayfield, will be discussed. Music will be by Gary Long D.J. and the
cost
will be $6 per person. Each one should bring a snack. For more informa
tion
call Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Barbara at 436-5032.

Breast Cancer group to meet
Breast

Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. July 23, at 6:30 p.m.
at
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. For more information
call
Evelyn Wallis. 489-2462.

Alzheimer's group to meet

Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will have a discussion at the
meeting on Tuesday, July 23,at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray
-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW at
762-1108.

Parkinson's group to meet
Parkins

on's Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 23, at 11:30 a.m. at
Tom's Grille. For more information call Dixie Hopkins, speech
-language
pathologist, at 762-1573.

Betty Dick, Kelly Dick, Henri
Montgomery and Jo Anne Auer,
fourth.
Regular golf play will not be held
on Wednesday, July 24, as the TriState Golf Association will play at
the Oaks club beginning at 9 a.m.
The ladies will play golf on
Wednesday, July 31. at 9 a.m. with
Doris Rose and Melva Hatcher as
hostesses. Pairings will be made at
the club house.

Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Hall of 1593 Coles Campground Rd., Murray
, are
today, Monday, July 22, 2002, celebrating their 25th wedding anniver
sary.
The couple was married at Bethlehem United Methodist Church in Pilot
Oak on this date in 1977. The Rev. Franklin Gardner officiated at
the ceremony.
Attendants for Mrs. Hall. the former Samantha Johnson, were Tammy
Sanderson Clayton, Darlene Pritchard Connell. Kelly Johnson and
ShaneII
Hall Farmer.
Mr. Hall's attendants were Bobby Hall, Kent McCord. Tim Connell
and
Joey Hall.
The wedding was directed by the bride's aunt, Georgia Johnson
of
Murray.
Mrs. Hall is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Johnson of Pilot Oak and
the granddaughter of Mrs. Lucy Yates of Clinton.
Mr. Hall is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wayman Hall of South
Fulton, Tenn.
The couple has two children, Ethan who will be a senior at Calloway
County High School and Evan who will be in the seventh grade at Callow
ay
Middle School.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall are members of Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.

Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday,
July 24, at 9 a.m. at the club golf
course.
Any one who is not listed in the
lineup and wishes to play may call
Diane Villanova, hostess, at 7538718.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Ve
Severns, Sue Outland and Betty
Stewart;
Tee 3 - Venela Ward, Jennifer
Crouse, Patty Vetter and Evelyn
Jones;
Tee 4 - Ann Brown,Freda Steely.
Peggy Shoemaker and Rainey
Apperson;
Tee 5
Carolyn Sanning,

Rebecca LandoIt and Tom Hopson;
Tee 1B - Louise Lamb, Beth
Belote, Bev Reuter and Ann Stanley.
Winners of golf play on
Wednesday, July 17. have been
released by Patty Vetter, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Inus Orr,
low gross;
First flight - Linda Burgess. low
gross, Evelyn Jones, low net:
Second flight - Barbara Gray,
low gross, Venela Ward, low net;
Third flight - Norma Frank, low
gross, Patty Vetter, low net;
Overall low putts - Cathryn
Garrott;
Medalist for the day - Linda
Burgess.

Birth
Jacob Blaine Cantrell

Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Cantrell of 2726 W. Fork Rd., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Jacob Blaine Cantrell, born on Wednesday, July 10.
2002. at
7:28 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 14 ounces and measured 19 inches.
The
mother is the former Cindy Tucker.
Grandparents are Mary Ann and Terry Buie and Pat and David Mathis
.
all of Murray, and Butch Cantrell of Clinton.

MES plans school opening
Murray Elementary School urges
parents who missed Fee Day to
please stop by the school between
the hours of 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. next
week. The school fee is $30, or $15
if a student is on reduced lunch and
the fee is waived if you qualify for
free lunch. If you need to pick up a

Health Express lists stops

lunch form to see if you qualify, ask
for one in the office. Also if your
child plans to enroll in Murray
Elementary School- and is not _
already enrolled, please go by the
school to pick p enrollment forms. If
you have a student that is already
enrolled, but you do not have all the
paper work in. please get it in before
school bggins.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County.iHospital will
be at
Duncan's Market, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at East-Y
Grocery,
Murray. from 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, July 23; at Murray Kroger
from
8:30 to 11;30 a.m. nd 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Wednesday, July 24; and
at Senior
Citizen's Center at Puryear, Tenn., from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and Area
Bank
at Hazel from 1 to 3 p.m. on Thursday, July 25. Blood pressure
checks,
pulse and lipid profiles, latter requires food fast (water only) for 14
hours,
at all stops.

do
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MHS Council will meet

Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
Wednesday,July 24, at 4 p.m. at the high school, according to Teresa
Speed,
principal. Meetings are open to the public.

Athletic boosters will meet

An organizational meeting of Murray High School Athletic Booste
rs
Club will be Wednesday, July 24, at 7 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All
officers, sports representatives and other interested individuals are encour
aged
to attend. For information call Rob.Seay at 753-7727.

NARFE meeting Wednesday

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter No. 0853 of National Associa
tion of
Retired Federal Employees will meet Wednesday,July 24, at noon at
Ryan's
of Murray. Dr. David Roos will be the speaker. Richard Huddle
ston, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Fibromyalgia group will not meet
Fihromyalgia

Support Group will not meet during the months ofJuly and
August. For more information call Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Kickoff party July 23
Murray High Quarterback Club announces the 2002 Murray High Tiger
Foottiall Team will have its annual kickoff party on Tuesday, July 23, at
6:30
p.m. at the Murray High Practice Field. Season tickets and 2002 t-shirts
will
be on sale. This is open to all fans of the MHS Tigers.

West Fork Baptist Church
announces its annual revival

July 21 - July 26
with Bro. Dale Rose
as evangelist
Sunday services at 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday services at 7 p.m.
All are invited to attend these energetic services.
West Fork is located on 121 North
of Murray in the Stella Community.

Photo

provided
SCHOOL CAMP.. Camp SuccESS ended a week of fun learni
ng activities and games. The
Murray Elementary students ranged from those who will be enteri
ng school in August through
P4. Campers designed the shirts they are wearing. ESS Coordi
nator Dana Henry said she was
pleased with the success of all students.
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1(ita's Neat Rpeats
Men, Women & Childrens
'onsignment Clothes & Accessories

Top Brands
Formals, Weddings de Maternity
Plus Sizes
Owner — Rita Wyatt
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
ilrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
(270)762-0207
I- mail: neatrepeats@apex.net

Appliance

Your GE Dealer"
212 E. Main St.
753-1586

dw.••••••■•••••••••••••■•••wm.
•
The Mane Event Hair Designs
•
is excited to let you know
Kara Clere is back on our
team! Yeah!
If you're ready for a great Helix
cut or the shine and richness
from highlights and color, she's
ready to take care of all of your
hair care needs.
She can also pamper you with a relaxing
manicure (4 pedicure

THE MANE EVENT
HAIR DESIGNS
Walk-ins Welcome
305 N. 12th St. • University Square

753-MANE

•
a
•s
•
as
•
•
•
•
•

MATINEES EVERYDAY
Road to Perdition
R- 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:15 - 9:50
Men In Black 2
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:35
Like Mike
PG - 1:10 - 3:20
Halloween: Resurrection
R - 7:25 - 9:30
Stuart Little 2
PG- 1:15 - 3:20 - 7:20 - 9:20
K-19: The Widowmaker
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:45- 7:05 - 9:50
Mr. Deeds
PG13- 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:10 - 9:20
Reign of Fire
PG13- 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:40
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 25TH
Program Information Call 753-3314

1•440

ViEEROWS
DREWS
CoktSt&WAAEklT SALE

We back and bigger than ever before!
So big that we've moved our 13th sale to theformer
HEILIG MEYERS BUILDING ON N. 12TH
STREET IN MURRAY!
DROP OFF SATURDAY JULY 27TH (10 A M -5 P.M.)
Bring .vour children's best items and keep 70% of the
selling price! hems like clothingfor all seasons. hubs
equipment andfurniture, dolls. toys, books and pa;:les!
Plus,for thefirst time, hundreds ofNEW shoesfrom
the boutique brand I.'amour and Baby Angel! Priced
50q- and more below retail.'
Sale starts JULY
but participate and shop ear-1!
Call toll free 1-877-753-5551, or visit our website at
ww.k y weeruns.com
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Finley earns 8-4
win in NL debut

BEN CURT1S/AP PHOTO
after the final
playoff
a
during
hole
18th
the
on
CHIPPING AWAY...Ernie Els plays out of a bunker
Els
Scotland.
in
course
golf
Muirfield
at
Sunday
ship
round of the British Open Golf Champion
Els
Earlier.
playoff.
eath
sudden-d
a
in
France
of
Levet
won the tournament after beating Thomas
playoff.
and Levet had been in a four-way

Title Woods needed was
one Els wanted most
GULLANE, Scotland (AP) —
The major championship Tiger
Woods needed to win was the one
Ernie Els wanted the most.
On the verge of blowing the tournament and with doubts again flooding his mind. Els regrouped on
.Sunday to win the British Open.
As the sun faded on a Scottish
summer day. he held the claret jug
that had his name engraved on it,
ft htin his way through a tangle of
emotions to try and describe just
how much it meant.
"People have lost here before and
some people just never recover." Els
said. "I wouldn't say I would have
been one of them, but I would have
really been a different person:Woods already was jetting.across
the Atlantic when Els finished off
Frenchman Thomas Levet. the last
of four playoff contended!, with hi
thirdpar of the day on the 18th hole.
He didn't face down Woods.
whose chances of a third straight

major championship ended with a
fat 81 on Saturday.
But Els did finally confront the
self doubts that have haunted him
and threatened to ruin his career.
After years of questioning his ability and wondering out loud if he
could ever beat Woods, that may
haVe been just as good.
"Now I'm back on track. I can
now legitimately try and win the
majors," he said.
trs—COnlidefice-had-beert beatenr
down almost every time he entered a
major since winning the second of
his U.S. Opens in 1997. Those titles
came before Woods started to dominate, and Els had won no majors
since.
The 32-year-old South African,
known as the Big Easy for his laidback demeanor and effortless swing,
finished second to WoOds six times.
twice in majors. He was'So discouraged about his chances this week he
was utterly pessimistic after a prac-

By The Associated Press
Something new for Chuck Finley
— support.
Finley won his NL debut, getting
the runs he seldom enjoyed in
Cleveland. Albert Pujols homered
and had four RBIs in the St. Louis
Cardinals' 8-4 victory over the
Pittsburgh Pirates on Sunday.
"We came out scoring runs and
we kept adding on," Finley said. "I
like what I've seen of this team in
the two days I've been here. When
you look around and see very good
players all around you, it really
picks you up."
Finley, was who traded on
Friday, was 4-11 with Cleveland. He
received an average of only 2.9 runs
of support over his last 15 Indians
starts.
Finley wasn't dazzling in his first
NL start following 17 seasons in the
AL, giving back a three-run lead
before leaving after allowing four
runs, three earned, in six innings.
-That's a big lift for us," manager Tony La Russa said.

In other NL games, it was: San
Diego 11, Arizona 9; San Francisco
6, Los Angeles 4; Atlanta 2,
Philadelphia I; Cincinnati 9, New
York 1; Chicago 3, Houston 2;
Florida 4, Montreal 0; and Colorado
6, Milwaukee 4.
The Cardinals won for the llth
time in 17 games to maintain their 3
1/2-game lead in the NL Central
over Cincinnati.
Finley even helped himself to
one of the Cardinals' 14 hits with a
double off Josh Fogg (10-7) in the
fourth for his first hit in 27 career atbats. Finley came around on
Fernando Vina's single, putting the
Cardinals ahead to stay at 5-4.
In the third inning. Fogg almost
hit Jim Edmonds with two pitches.
As La Russa stepped from the
dugout, Pirates manager Lloyd
McClendon did, too. The two managers yelled at each other as both
dugouts and bullpens emptied.
Fogg allowed Pujols' three-run
homer on the next pitch
Padres 11, Diamondbacks 9

San Diego finally touched Randy
Johnson, getting a three-run double
from Phil Nevin, a two-run double
from pitcher Jake Peavy and eight
runs against the four-time C30 Young
winner.
Johnson (13-4), who had been 80 with a 1.57 ERA against the
Padres, allowed eight hits and a season-high six walks in five innings
— his shortest outing of the year. It
was the Big Unit's first loss in 13
regular-season games against the
Padres.
Peavy (2-3) allowed five runs in
five innings. Trevor Hoffman
pitched the ninth for his 23rd save.
Giants 6, Dodgers 4
Tom Goodwin burned his former
teammates for the second time in
three games, hitting a two-run
homer in the ninth inning to give
San Francisco a victory.
Goodwin, whose two-out RBI
single gave the Giants a 3-2, 12inning victory Friday night, hit the
first pitch from Giovanni Carrara(53)over the right-field wall.

Lice round.
"When I've played well. Tiger
still has beaten me," Els said on
Tuesday. "What do you do? 1 work
hard at everything in my game.
When I've had it going. I still got
beat. Maybe I'm not good enough.
then. Who knows?"
Els, though, was good enough on
Saturday when he played his way to
a masterful 72 in the driving rain
and wind that took Woods' game
apart. And with Woods safely out of
the way Sunday. Els had a twostroke lead and all the expectations
on his shoulders.
Then a poor 7-iron to the left of
the green on the 16th hole brought
back the negative thoughts Els can
seemingly never shake. He chipped
over the green and back on, missing
a putt and making double bogey.
, With two holes tO go. he was one
down. Now he couldn't afford to get
any more down on himself.

Mud Dogs learn Series opponents
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
HUTCHINSON, Kan. — The
Murray Mud Dogs begin pool play
in the USSSA I2-under World
Series today at 9 p.m. when they
take on the Quad City (111.) Hitmen
at the Fun Valley Sports Complex.
Murray, the No. 2 seed entering
the World Series, has been pooled
with Quad City, the Wichita Falls
(Texas) A's and the El Paso (Texas)
Outsiders.
- The Hitmen are traditionally one
of the toughest clubs in the country.
Last season, the same Hitmen team
finished as the runners-up in the
AAYBA II-under World Series in
St. Louis.
The Dogs and Quad City played
a nailbiter in the teams' only previous meeting during the semifinals of
the 2001 West Kentucky Invitational
in Murray. The locals posted a 5-4
win with two runs in their last at-bat
on a fielding miscue by the Hitmen.
Murray will have another worthy
opponent in Wichita Falls — winners of two tournaments during the
season and widely regarded as one
of the top five teams in Oklahoma.
The El Paso Outsiders were a late
entry. and were assigned to the Mud
Dogs' pool when another team
dropped out late in the week. The
Outsiders finished third in the West
Texas USSSA state tournament.

A Day
In The Life
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Special To The Ledger

WERE HERE!...The Murray Mud Dogs take the field with over
1.000 other players during Sunday's opening ceremonies for the
USSSA World Series in Hutchinson, Kan.
falling to the nation's top-ranked
team, the El Paso Diamonds, in their
first game of that event.
"We certainly didn't get any
favors in this draw," said Mud Dogs
coach Kevin Lamb, whose club finished in a tie for eighth place among
104 teams in last year's USSSA IIunder World Series. "Last year, we
had to advance from the toughest
pool in the I1-under tournament,
and I'd say that we're faced with that

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates.
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service
Call us today!

same challenge again.
"We've told these boys all season
to just go out and play like they're
capable, and they can play with anybody in the country. Our guys will
certainly get a chance to prove us
right with this very tough schedule.
We'll have to play well and get a
break or two to advance to championship play."
Following their opener, the Dogs
will take on El Paso Tuesday at
12:50 p.m.
The top 44 teams in the 88-team
field will advance to double-elimination championship action beginning Wednesday morning. The bottom 44 clubs will play in a singleelimination consolation tournament.

Approximately 30 local and
area football fans became
Murray State football players for a day during the
Football
Racer
annual
held
Camp,
Fantasy
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Campers participated in various drills.
received lessons on Xs and
Os from MSU coaches and
competed in a touch football tournament during the
day-long event. (Above)
Marshall Garland works
through a defensive drill
with MSU defensive line
coach Morris Scott. (Right)
Dick Stout (23) and Robert
Stout (dark jersey) break up
a pass at the goal line
intended for Jack Cothran
during the touch football
game.
-Photos By MIKE OHSTROM

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

,914.95
41611%

(*On most cars & trucks - house oil only)

k
toc
ers
Hav—
and —
Suiter
Lindy Suiter

Insurance Agency

SIAN Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

7534415

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street• 753-5606

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
Eye Care Specialist
MAYFIELD
MURRAY
Jackson Purchase
660 N. 12th St.
Medical Center
Behind Cracker Barrel
12701251-4545
12701753-6272
Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477
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Burton proves too slick in New England

Tim Boyd/AP Photo

MAKING HIS MOVE.. Ward Burton (22) pulls ahead of the pack en route to winning the
NASCAR New England 300 Sunday at New Hampshire International Speedway in Loudon.

LOUDON, N.H. (AP) — The track was so slippery some drivers wanted the race stopped. A furious Jeff Gordon said it was like riding on ice.
Ward Burton, however, managed to stay out of'
trouble Sunday. He ended his season-long slump —
just two top 10 finishes since winning the Daytona
500 — by capturing the New England 300 at New
Hampshire International Speedway.
"It took me three-to-five laps to get any grip at
all," Burton said. "The track has always been like
that. I tried to stay on the inside groove on both
ends because that's where the grip was at."
Long before the halfway point, drivers were complaining. Five of the 14 cautions were caused by
accidents in turns 3 and 4, where some thought the
surface was splitting.
"They should give everybody their money back
for impersonating a race," Bobby Laborite said. "It
was tearing up in 1990 and it's still doing the same
thing."
Gordon, a three-time winner on this track, was
so angry he uncharacteristically refused postrace
interviews. But on his radio during the race he said
NASCAR should stop the event because conditions
were so dangerous. Late in the race, he slid out of
the groove and brushed the wall.
"The track has fallen completely apart. I mean,
there's nothing but gravel out there," he radioed.
"NASCAR, they need to red-flag this race — it is
not safe to be out on this race track. All I did was
get like a foot wide and the thing almost went
straight into the wall. It was like I was on ice,

pure ice."
NASCAR and track owner Bob Bahre, who spent
about $200,000 to have a second racing line paved
into the surface in May, thought rubber was building up in those two turns because the tires struggled to stick to the surface.
"I don't understand it," NASCAR official Gary
Nelson said. "If you look at (turns) I and 2, there
was competitive racing and a lot of passing. So the
focus is what happened at the other end of the
track because it appeared to be two different tracks."
Nelson checked the surface from the pace car
during cautions and said it did not appear to be
separating. Bahre invited anyone who thought otherwise to walk the flat, 1.058-mile oval.
Burton started 31st but worked his way up to
second when leader Matt Kenseth blew.a tire .with
10 laps to go. Burton took over- the lead and beat
Jeff Green to the finish line by over three seconds.
"Matt might have been better," Burton said. "But
sometimes it's about being in the right place at the
right time."
Unlike others, Burton did not struggle through
turns 3 and 4. He was in second when Dale Earnhardt Jr. brought out the final caution by hitting
Todd Bodine and spinning out with 14 laps to go.
Kenseth, who had passed Dale Jarrett for the
lead just three laps earlier, had been pulling away
from the field before the final yellow period. The
race went green with 12 laps to go, Kenseth cut
his right rear tire, and Burton moved past him two
laps later.

Armstrong increases lead WK Reds ready for World

MONT VENTOUX,France(AP)
— Lance Armstrong drew closer
to a fourth straight title at the
Tour de France, then lashed out
at fans along the route who branded him a drug user.
"Don't come to the bike race
if you want to stand around and
yell at cyclists," Armstrong said.
"Stay at home."
The Texan finished third Sunday in a stage won by Frenchman Richard Virenque, who was
cheered by compatriots in his first
victory since returning to the Tour
from a drug ban.
In the climb to the top of the
formidable Mont Ventoux, Armstrong extended his lead in the
overall standings. He is ahead of
Joseba Beloki of Spain by 4 minutes, 21 seconds.
t on looked tense after
a
the 14th stage, upset at the response
of some spectators.
"If I had a dollar for every

time somebody yelled 'Dope!
Doper I'd be a rich man," he
said at a news conference. "The
people are not very sportsmanslike, some of them."
Armstrong has never failed a
drug test and has repeatedly denied
taking banned substances. A 20month French investigation into
his U.S. Postal Service team has
revealed no evidence of wrongdoing.
Armstrong has many supporters among the thousands lining
the stage route every day, but they
are few compared to the fans of
European riders. Armstrong thinks
the fans demean themselves with
their, taunts.
"I think it's an indication of
their intelligence," he said. "It's
an issue of class: Do you have
class, or do you not have class?
That's not the way a classy person acts."
Virenque is one of the most

Fenway opens, fans
to honor Williams
BOSTON (AP) — Fans filed
into Fenway Park early today for
the start of a daylong tribute to
Hall of Famer Ted Williams.
The stadium gates were opened
for four hours to allow fans to
walk on the field and remember
Williams, who died July 5. A
memorial service open to sicketholders was scheduled for tonight.
Billboards hung in the netting
above the Green Monster in left
field: "There goes the greatest
player who ever lived," read one.
"Ted Williams: An American Hero,
1918-2002," read another.
Inside the ballpark, each base

SportsBriefs
Anyone interested in serving as an
official for high school girls' volleyball
games this fall should contact Eldridge
Rogers by phone at 270-522-0339 or
by fax at 270-522-7208 Kentucky High
School Athletic Association (KHSAA)
certified officials' registration is available
Tryouts for the Mayfield Hurricanes
12-and-under competitive baseball team
will be held today at the Mayfield ballpark The team, consisting of players
born after Aug. 1, 1990, will play tournaments in Murray and Mayfield.
For more information, contact coach
Rick Reed at 270-674-5924 or 270210-4804
e-mail
or
him
at
rareed wk net

marked a milestone of Williamw'
career. At first, a "521" — the
number of home runs he hit. At
second,"USMC," marking his service in two wars as a Marine Corps
pilot. And at third, a ".406" —
his batting average. He was the
last player to hit over .400.
Near the scoreboard, large black
and white photographs highlighted three aspects of Williams life:
baseball, military service and his
-work for the cancer research charity, the Jimmy Fund. Those themes
were to be featured prominently
at the evening service.
Since Williams' death, his children have been fighting over what
to do with his remains. His son,
John Henry Williams, wants his
father's body to stay frozen in a
cryonics lab in Arizona; his oldest daughter, Bobby-Jo Williams
Ferrell, said her father wanted to
be cremated. The dispute is IRnding in probate court in Florida.
Former Ohio Senator John
Glenn, who flew combat missions
in Korea with Williams, eighttime batting champion Tony
Gwynn, Red Sox shortstop Nomar
Garciaparra and former Boston
players Dom DiMaggio, Carl Yastrzemski and Johnny Pesky are
expected to speak at the memorial.
me two ww rem

901 Sycamore

David King

PGA Teaching
Professional

Golf Lessons
$20
-

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
64
35 646
New York
50
48 510
Montreal
49
49 500
Florida
48
50 490
Philadelphia
44
53 454
Central Division
W
L Pct.
St. Louis
53
42 558
Cincinnati
51
47 520
Houston
47
50 485
Pittsburgh
46
52- 469
Chicago
42
54 438
Milwaukee
34
65 343
West Division
W
L Pct.
Arizona
41 582
57
San Francisco
56
42 571
Los Angeles
56
43 566
Colorado
48
51 485
San Diego
57 418
41
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 9, N.Y. Mets
Atlanta 2, Philadelphia 1
St. Louis 8, Pittsburgh 4
Chicago Cubs 3, Houston 2
Colorado 6, Milwaukee 4
Florida 4, Montreal 0
San Diego 11, Arizona 9
San Francisco 6, Los Angeles 4

GB
—
13 1/2
14 1/2
15 1.12
19
GB
—
3 1/2
7
g 1/2
11 1/2
21
GB
—
1
1 1/2
9 1/2
16

TOUGH NAME.
TOUGH EQUIPMENT.
136 Chain Saw- I 6"
• 2.2 cu.in.- 2.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition warranty

350 Chain Saw- 1 8"
• 3.0 cu.in.- 3.1 hp
• Inertia chain brake
• Lifetime ignition
warranty

Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 7, Toronto 5
N.Y Yankees 9, Boston 8
Chicago White Sox 8, Baltimore 7
Minnesota 4, Detroit 2
Kansas City 13, Cleveland 12, 10 innings
Texas 7, Oakland 3, 12 innings
Anaheim 7, Seattle 5

HEY BATTER,BATTER!

COMMII111[11I
15-DAY SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

Swing into Global Mortgage and let me
give you a home field advantage.

$ I 7995

$29995

www.husqvarna.com
.

Prices. produns, promotion. oilers arid inanang

nry S deir

Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2571 • niurrayhomeandauto.com
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

DARKEN JONES
Global Mortgage Link

Shop
Murray first
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

INDIVIDUAL SOCCER CAMP 2002
July 28 - July 31, 2002
The camp schedule will consist of 2 172 hours per evening at Hamilton Fields.
Campers will be taken through technical skills including footwork, shooting,
defense, etc. The second half of the session will be filled with small-sided games
with the emphasis on putting technical skills into the game

Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes $5
Weekends & Holidays
9 Holes $5
18 Holes $8
Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 Holes...$7.00
Rental Sets
$1.00
Driving Range
$2.25
Miniature Golf
$2.00
Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages
50e

Ages 4-12 • Cost $75 (includes t-shirt)
Call 762-3136 or 1-800-669-7654 ext. 3659 for info.
Deadline for Registration is July 26, 2002.
To register send the form below and $75.
Women's Soccer Office, Box 127 Stewart Stadium, Murray, KY 42071 I
I Name
I Address
Phone *

WEI

EMI

MI

IEW

OEM

WE

WEI

WEI

Cit
Sex

'1 OFF
a

2002 MFG

MURRAY HOME AUTO

To schedule an appointment call 753-7407

• GREEN FEES FOR 18 HOLES I
S.
IWW

advantage of the break to take in
a game at Comerica Park in Detroit
and watch the Detroit Tigers play
the Kansas City Royals.

Husqvarna

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
62
36 633 —
Boston
39 594
57
4
Baltimore
47
49 490 14
Toronto
42
55 433 19 1/2
Tampa Bay
30
66 313 31
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Minnesota
41
59
590 —
Chicago
54 460 13
46
Cleveland
43
55 439• 15
Kansas City
43 .55 439 15
Detroit
35
'62 .361 22 1/2
•
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Seattle
so
39 .606
Anaheim
58
39 .598
1
Oakland
41 .586
58
2
41
Texas
57 .418 18 1/2

+ Low conventional rates
+ Zero down payment loans
+ Fixed rate loans
+ Adjustable rate loans

and 72 other teams from acro,,
the country participated in Sunday's opening ceremony.
Elimination play will begin
Thursday following an off day
Wednesday. The Reds will take

Got Scores? Call 753-1916

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

U.

PUBLIC
WELCOME

the Michigan Mets from. Vicksburg today at 7:15 p.m.
The Reds will close pool play
Tuesday at 1 p.m. against the
Kansas City (Mo.) Stingrays.
After arriving Saturday, the Reds

753-8355

WWI

Lynn
Sullivan

WIW

CANTON, Mich. — The West
Kentucky Reds were scheduled to

open the 14-under USSSA World
Series baseball tournament today
at 12:30 p.m. against the Fairfield
(Calif.) Indians before taking on

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"

1647 N. 16th St.• Murray. KY • 753-1152

WEI

Murray Ledger & Times

The Insurance Center
of Murray

IN liars • I 10-200 l'ards • Bent ;rass Green

WNW

Staff Report

Sponsored By:

PAR 3

MI

Series action in Michigan

SCOREBOARD

SULLIVAN'S

The Murray High Quarterback Club
invites all Tiger fans to the 2002 kickoff party, scheduled for Tuesday at
6 30 p m at the practice field on the
MHS campus Season tickets will be
on sale at the event
Registration for the Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association fall season
will begin Thursday from 5-8 p.m. at
The Trophy Case Registration will continue July 26 from 5-8 p.m., July 27
from 9 am to 2 p.m., July 29 from
5-8 p m. and July 30 from 5-8 p.m.
The registration fees are $40 for
players in U-8 leagues and under, $45
for U-10 and up and $10 extra for
select teams There is a $10 late fee
for registrations after July 31. Adult
soccer registration will also be taken
during these dates with an entry fee
of $25 per player.
Those interested in forming a
select/competitive team may publicize
tryout timnbii.-511113C1 -1611111 Vryeirtizers should also contact Michael
Bokeno at 767-0541 for a copy of the
MCCSA Competitive Team Protocol.
More information may be found at
wwwbeecreek.org.

popular French cyclists despite his
scandalous history.
Now a rider for the Domo Farm
Frites team, he was a member of
the Festina squad when it was
thrown out of the 1998 Tour after
banned drugs were found in a
team car.

T-Shirt Size

a
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I am one of :den:Leal triplet girls. We're seniors in
high school and experiencing some
identity problems.
My sisters and I are good at
many of the same things. We all
play varsity field hockey, are on the
cheerleading squad, take many of
the same classes and share the
same circle offriends.
My problem is I'm sick of being
one of the "O'Sullivan triplets." I
want to be just "Caitlin." Sometimes
boys call our house and ask the
sister who happens to answer the
phone for a date, because going out
with a triplet is a novelty.
Other boys who specifically want
to go out with me become intimidated by my two sisters — so they get
cold feet about asking me. Only one
boy ever wanted to date me because
I'm me — and he moved out ofstate.
Teachers keep asking which
triplet I am. Coaches sometimes
yell at me when their intention is to
yell at one of my look-alike sisters.
I'm so tired of people referring to us
as a threesome.
My fear is that this won't end
with high school graduation,
because for financial reasons, we're
all going to the same college.
Don't get me wrong, Abby, I love
my sisters dearly — but I'm ready
to be my own person. How can I
accomplish this without quitting
the sports I love, giving up the
friends I share with my sisters, or
switching schools? Sign me ...
JUST WANNA BE"ME"
IN MARYLAND

LOOKING BACK

spends hours on the computer. The
other day I visited a singles site
and his name popped up. He had
changed his last name, but he
posted his picture on the site so I
know it's him.
I'm extremely worried that he
may be cheating on his wife, and it
would kill her if it's true. Should I
confront him?
CONCERNED MOM
IN COLORADO

Published is a picture of Kenneth
Connor, an employee of Cleaver
Construction of Murray, hangs from
a boom while being lowered to the
frame of a building which will be
used in the city and county solid
waste transfer station. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Cyrus
Afzali.
and becoming less "a man" — boredom, familiarity, and dissatisfaction
Murray native Randy Herndon
with the status quo.
DEAR CONCERNED MOM: watched a dream come true on July
By all means confront him. It
Such men have confided to me that
20 when his film titled "Graveyard
they want to feel alive, vibrant and
won't be pleasant, but it might
Cleaning Off Day" was presented at
engaging again. They have become
save his marriage. Give him a
Playhouse in the Park.
deadline to tell his wife what
tired of the mere predictability of
Births reported include a girl to
their lives.
has been going on. If he has
Leanna
and Shawn Jones, July 17.
been fooling around, they both
Because this is a family newspaper,
Twenty years ago
need to be examined for STDs.
I had to edit your letter extensively.
Her fertility, or even her life,
You mentioned a concern that your
Kentucky Department of Transcould be at risk.
husband has let his hair grow, wears a
portation has awarded a $49;000
necklace and wishes to engage in a
federal grant to Murray-Calloway
***
not-so-complicated tryst with you and
County Transit pthority to operate
DEAR ABBY: I hope you can
your sister. This profile indicates to
stand another story about the uses its public transportation system.
me that he is desperately searching
Twenty-five years ago Mc Keel
of pantyhose:
for vitalizing experiences and some
Equipment sold a yellow backhoe to
Three years ago I watched a bird
sort of meaning to his life. He could
building a nest in an evergreen tree the city of Murray. On July 16,
probably profit from some counseling,
outside our family room window. 1982, the city now has a new bright
but — if he fits the pattern — that's
After a couple of windy days, I silver case backhoe brought from
probably out of the question.
noticed the nest had tipped and the McKeel Equipment.
If I were you, I'd seek advice from a
eggs had fallen out when a supportmarriage counselor. At this point,
Karen Lamb has an exhibit of
ing branch broke.
your primary responsibility is to yourher drawings and paintings at the
grabbed
I
pair
control-top
a
of
self and your children. You need to
pantyhose, tied the legs around the Calloway County Public Library
put your proverbial ducks in a row by
trunk
of the tree and fastened the during the month of July.
protecting
self-esteem
your
and learnsearch out eager, younger companpanty part to two small branches,
Thirty years ago
ing ways to handle an extraordinarily
ions to make the men themselves feel
forming a hammock for the nest to
Installed
difficult
as new officers of
situation.
younger and more desirable. They
rest in.
American
Legion
Post No. 73 were
short,
In
take
of
care
yourself
and
often discard careers, undergo perI am happy to report that four Roy Folsom,
Dan Jones, Cullen Irsonality changes, yearn for new and the family, suggest crisis-intervention
dove families have used our pantyfor your husband, and don't blame
exciting experiences and become
DEAR JUST WANNA BE hose nest each year. And I have doves vin, Cleo Sykes, Lester Nanny,
male menopause.
Clem Moore, Don Blalock and
more interested in sexual experimen"ME": Discuss your feelings in my pantyhose as I write this.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Did you really with your sisters. You may be
tation. Obviously, these changes can
SALLY IN CLOVIS,CALIF. James Blalock. The photo was by
mean that 100 to 150 milligrams of surprised to learn they feel the
fracture a marriage and devastate a
Staff Photographer David Hill.
Benadryl is a safe way to treat insomnia? same way you do. Next,
family. Hormones are probably not to
DEAR SALLY:It's better than
look
Cathy Geurin and Johnny Scott,
DEAR READER: Yes, I did. for ways to "individualize" bats in your belfry or mice in
blame. I believe that a significant facseniors
at Murray High School, are
Benadryl, an antihistamine that caus- yourself — hair color, hair your rice (to quote an old jingle
tor is panic — about growing older
among 24 students from six states
es sleepiness, is one of the safest length, style of dress.
I haven't heard in years!).
medicines on the market. I once
When you get to college,
injected 1000 mg intravenously into a enroll in different classes at dd.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Men's Haircut 68"Penns'38"&
patient
with
a profound allergic reac- ferent times. You may discover
Acnlic %ails *258. uo Pedicures'18 xi*
tion; he did fine, without any signifi- you have separate interests.
Women's KNVIK Kul $10°°
cant side effects whatsoever.
Make an effort to widen your
My usual recommendation is 100 circle of friends. Establishing
mg at bedtime, followed by another 50 yourself as an individual may South dealer.
and also made seven!
mg later if needed.
take time, but a college campus Neither side vulnerable.
There was no strong feeling at
To give you related information, I is usually larger than a high
NORTH
the time that either North-South
am sending you a copy of my Health school campus, so I'm betting
*A
had done anything wrong by raisReport "Sleep/Wake Disorders." your efforts will be successful.
VAKQJ 104
ing three spades to four, even
Walk-inN Welcome
Other readers who would like a copy Good luck!
+ 986 3
though the odds in favor of making
should send $2 plus a long, self4A 7
***
seven were about 3-to-1.
addressed, stamped envelope to
WEST
EAST
Southside Shopping Ctr.
The shortcomings in the bidNewsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
DEAR ABBY: My son is mar(,,,,,,,sfromsuloinstociamie)
44J 7 6
ding methods ofthe two pairs were
OH 44092-0167. Please be surest° men- ried to the most terrific woman in + 54
V65
soon made apparent when the Italtion the title.
the world. The problem is he V 9 7
•AKQJ107
•542
ian team played the same hand
+J42
4K9865 againstIndonesiain another match.
ICLOX I
c IN/1 II
S
SOUTH
With Benito Garozzo and Giorgio
K Q109832
L.CONI COI 1E_
BelladonnaofItaly North and South,
V832
the bidding went:
•—
South
West
North
HOW WAS THAT
East
014 BOY,
BUT WHEN TWEV
WE C.OLA...0
+Q 10 3
LADES'LUNCHEON
3
WE WORKED
Pass
4
BROUGHT OUT THOSE
Pass
WAVE
SERVED
WOOD
YOU CATERED FOR REALLY HARD
The bidding:
MALE CHIPPENDALE
4•
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pl.rrTY
AND
CACTUS
THE SENIOR CITIZENS'
ON THii,T
DANCERS...
South West North East
Redble Pass
LEAVES/
5 NT
Pass
BUFFET/
CLUB TOOAY?
3+
Pass 4+
All Pass 7+
Openinglead — king ofdiamonds.
Four clubs was a cuebid inferVet
entially acceptingspades as trumps
a
Some hands played in the an- and, at the same time, requested
.44
16.
nual world championship prove South to show his side-suit conto be downright embarrassing to trols, if any.
the participants. For,example,
Four diamonds was also A
isr
11..74Y
take this dealfrom the 1973 match cuebidc indicating a diamond condoilies)
40%48
between the Dallas Aces,who were trol. The subsequent redouble by
the defending champions, and South confirmed first-round diaanother U.S. team that included mond control.
1-1
Paul Soloway and John Swanson.
Five notrump was the Grand
When Soloway and Swanson Slam Force, asking South to bid
I SAW SUCH
r VAS
were North-South, they got to seven spadesifhe had two ofthe top
A VULNERABLE
THE /1105T
four spades, making seven,in the three trump honors.So Belladonna
SIDE OF `-101.1
REU NCI
manner shown. And when Bobby bid seven, which he made, and the
AT YOUR.
YOU'VE
Wolff
and Bob Hammen of the Italians provided another dramatic
HIGH SCNOOL
EVER SEEN!
Aces were North-South, they bid example of their excellence in the
REUNlOts),
the hand exactly the same way field ofslam bidding.
IRVIN&

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: What can you tell
me about male menopause? Does the
syndrome cause men to leave their
families, search for new partners or
engage in tuthealthful sexual activity?
DEAR READER: As men age, they
gradually produce less of the male
hormone testosterone. This can lead
to hot flashes, diminished sexual
interest or ability, emotional ups-anddowns, depression and fear of growing
older. Men vary considerably in their
reactions to decreasing testosterone.
Some individuals suffer very few
effects, while other men appear to be
quite undone by the changes taking
place within them. They tend to overcompensate and return to a seemingly adolescent level, sometimes called
the "mid-life crisis."
In past years, the medical profession blamed "male menopause" for
these attitudinal and behavioral alterations. Treatment consisted of nothing
an most cases), hormone injections
(in some) and counseling (in others).
Today, there is serious doubt among
experts as to whether male menopause
really exists. The bottom line is that it
probably doesn't. But how, then, can
the mid-life crisis be explained?
No one knows. The reality is that
irrespective of hormone levels, many
men in their 40s and 50s are attracted
to alternative lifestyles. They may

Famous Hand

url

(270)753-1682

at.

IlLg

iA.

4.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

C)F

E3 EETI

RI6HT0N1 THE BUG IS
HERE ALREADy

F

41 -Ouchr
42 Wash out
43 Where Asia
begins
45 Trippet
46 Teahouse
hostess
48 Martial art
51 Prone to
52 Weirder
54 Admin. head
55 Neon or argon
56 "Titanic" award
57 WSW opposite

1 Sleeper's letters
4 Common bait
9 Infuriated
12 Fair-hiring
letters
13 "Sesame
Street" name
MOM,OFCOURSE I WILL! HEY!How's ICE COOL.,MAt4. 14 Luau guitar
15 Win over
wHy Wt you ALwAys IT601/4&7
17 Corn Belt state
sAy THINC.,G LIKE 7IkAT9
19 Type
AG IF CD DO AN120 Eagle's nest
14IN& -0 WRECK
21 Genuine
my &urrAtztu
23 Family doc
24 Ignores socially
27 Mdse. bars
28 Melodies
30 Fed. agent
(hyph.)
31 Exist
32 Blot
34 Shoe width
35 Engineering toy
37 Mimicked
38 "The," to
Wolfgang
39 Term paper

r W CO FtS.ac)

114ERE'S A COUPLE OF '<J PS
I beNt)vi

y011RE 901N6-0

HAVE A GREAT
APRIL.

HEEEY,(
WAIT
i___
SORRY I
A SECONP.
MISTOOK
I'M THE
YOU FOR THE
POG
BUFFOON

1
12

13

15

16

10 Wanted-poster
abbr.
11 — Moines,
Iowa
16 Annex
18 Beethoven

III

17

111110
14
8

20
23
24•

27

OF

28

31
35

29

32

33
38

ill
44

11.4Ege HAD A REAL Dt/60U1, ANO

A WATER COOLER,AND A AT
RACK AND A DRESSI46 ROOM..
WE DON'T HAVE Atkof OF

46

illRU

45

di

51

52

55

56

53

26

34

37RUR
41
42

39

25

30

36

PEANUTS

11

U1

1111
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 22, the
203rd day of 2002. There are 162
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 22, 1933, American
aviator Wiley Post completed the
first solo flight around the world in
seven days, 18 3/4 hours.
On this date:
In 1796, Cleveland, Ohio, was
founded by Gen. Moses Cleaveland.
•
In 1844, Anglican' clergyman
William Archibald Spooner —
whose slips of the tongue caused
words and syllables to be trans-posed and gave rise to the term
"spoonerisms" — was born in London.
In 1916, a bomb went off during
a Preparedness Day parade in San
Francisco, killing 10 people.
In 1934, a man identified as
bank robber John Dillinger was
shot to death by federal agents outside Chicago's Biograph Theater.
• In 1937, the Senate rejected
President Franklin Roosevelt's proposal to add more justices to the
Supreme Court.
In 1942, gasoline rationing involving the use of coupons began
along the Atlantic seaboard.
In 1943, American forces led by
Gen. George S. Patton captured
Palermo, Sicily.
In 1946, Jewish extremists blew
up a wing of the King David Hotel
in Jerusalem, killing 90 people.
In 1975, the House of Representatives joined the Senate in voting
to restore the American citizenship
of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee.

• Subscribe to the
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1 Zuider —
2 Meditation
practice
3 Horoscope
basis
4 Flimsy
5 Puckster
Bobby —
6 Doc's asst.
7 Emcee's need
8 Burns
9 Art gallery
1117

TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

35

HANG ON,
I'LL CHECK

enrolled in the second of two honors art workshops at Murray State
University this summer for high
school students.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Phillips will
be married for 50 years Aug. 5.
Forty years ago
Don Oliver, J.W. Evans, Tommy
Lassiter, Ken Keel, Danny Kemp
and Bobby Marshall, members, and
C.L. Eldridge, advisor, of Murray
College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America spent a
week at Kentucky Leadership
Training Center, Hardinsburg.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Paul Cavitt, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Thompson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse_ Cannady, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Hill, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. lames Martin
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Williams.
Fifty years ago
Dr. J.A. Outland, county health
officer, urges parents to take their
children for a doctor's checkup before the opening of schools this fall.
About 40 women representing
Hazel, Kirksey, Murray and Almo
Methodist Circuits attended the subdistrict meeting of Woman's Society of Christian Service at Kirksey
Methodist Church with Mrs. A.D.
Butterworth of Murray presiding.
John Stanley Shelton of Murray
will present his senior piano recital
tonight, July 22, at 8:15 p.m. at
Murray State College. He was recently named Outstanding Senior in
music at MSC

.$25.00
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38 Harm
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48 New Zealand
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Classifieds
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first
insert•on of Meir ads for any error

Murray

Ledger & Times will be responstife tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error snou•d be reported evnediate(y so corrections Can be made

AD DEADLINES
ft. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fit 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon.3 p.m.
Wednesday
Tues. 3 p.m.
Thursday
Wed. 3 p.m.
• Friday
Wed. 3 p.m
Saturday..

Murray Ledger & limo Fair Housing Aet Notice
All real estate asheniscd heron is subrst to the Federal Fair
Housing Act uhich makes it illegal to athenise to preference.
limitation or discrimination based on rase color, religion. sex.
handisap familial status or national origin or inteniton to make
any such prelerencrs limitations or di urimination
State taus forbid discrimination in the sale rental or ads enising ot
real t'star based kol 14,10f,in Ado m to those protected under federal Lou
We sill nor Anus)ingl) u.sept any ads enising for real estate shish
is in ‘rolation 01 the Ian All persons are hereby informed that all
duelling, adsertised arc asailahk on an equal
opponunity basis
For further assistanse ssith Fair Housing Adsenisii,
requirements. conust NAA Coumel Rene P Milan
1701. t MR-1000

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property,
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY A 1)5
$7.00 Column Inch,61Yi Discount 2nd Run.
40" Discount 3rd Run.
(.411 3 Ads Must Rrt Wahtri ti this I'.
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday iShopping Calidei
LINE ADS
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.50 extra for Shopper ITees. Classifieds go into shopping (,uidei ULU ratrA for blind hoe ado

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Call Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020

aJappy c-Piktfida9

Futrell Farm, AB Lassiter Road

40!!!
We Love You

_

Rick Swift
7/22/02

Dt ce

Leoal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
All owners of any
non real estate
property currently
located at 1057
Phillips
Road,
Hazel, Kentucky
formerly
and
known
as
the
"James D. Erwin
Farm" are hereby
notified to remove
any and all such
property not later
than the 31st day of
July, 2002. All
-items-Rot-removed
by the end of that
date will be considabandoned
ered
and will become the
property of real
owners.
estate
Point of contact for
any issues concerning this notice
should be directed
to Michael Conk
270-753-4268..

will begin harvesting on or about
July 15th (weather permitting).
miles east of Murray (watch for sign
on 280) behind East School.

Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
to inquire.Open 7:30 am - 7:30 pm
6 varieties of corn.
Some available before 15th.

020

010

Help Wanted

SWEET CORN

Look and see
who's turning

Our Baby Brother

060

Notice

Notice

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls
I went from a size 1610 10
in 4 weeks. You can too
.Call Tonya 753-9896 or
www.takeitoffez.corn
PEACHES & TOMATOES
VEGETABLES, ETC
Copeland Orchards
TiirayTrerd Ky-42066.
623-8312.

$1.75 dozen over 100 dozen $1.25
Let us show you how to
freeze 8 doz. in 20 minutes.
NOTICE
Abandoned items and contents of storage
units that are delinquent in payments will
be offered at auction at Farmington, KY.
Mini-Storage on Sat. Sept. 7, 2002 at 9:00
a.m. on the premises. Anyone wishing to
claim these contents may do so by identifying them and paying outstanding charges.
Call 345-2748. This action is in compliance
with 'CRS 383.660 & KRS 383.670.

IMMEDIATE
position
open for light tech support and training by
phone on PowerClaim,
our property insurance
adjusting software. Send
resumes to Hawkins Research Inc. 1304 Chestnut Street Suite E Murray, KY 42071 or Vonya@powerclaim.com.
(270) 753-7001.

LOCAL Insurance Agent
looking for an enthusiastic
outgoing person to be a
full-time customer service
representative. Licensed
preferred, but not required.
Must have experience with
Microsoft Office, word,
excel, etc. -Health Insurance, supplemental benefits, and 401(k) included.
Salary will be based on experience and knowledge.
Please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 Q, Murray,
KY 42071.
NEED OTR Driver, Home
weekends and sometimes
week nights. Average
$800.00 week. Call 7670191 or 559-2428.-

NURSE Practitioner wanted for busy, established
Help Wanted
Dr.'s practice. Reply to:
ASSISTANTS
needed. P.O. Box 1040 A Murray,
Flexible hours, pay for per KY 42071.
060

050
Lost and Found

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
tormance.
can't find its way home.
Call 800-320-4991.
www.steadysalary.com
Just give us a call, we'll
DISHWASHER
be glad to help,
Apply in person
Your loved one we'll
Dinner Bell
try to find,
1344 U.S. HWY 68 East
'Cause we all have Furry'
Benton.
or Feathered Friends,
050
EXPERIENCED Auto De- Here at the
Lost and Found
tailed man wanted. Shop
Ledger & Times.
and supplies furnished.
489-2525
REWARD $200.00 Lost.
Call 753-1916
Miniature Rat terrier Black
FOREMAN/ B&C Building
020
puppy, 12 months old.
Contractors Inc. is looking
060
Martin Heights SubdiviNotice
for a ResidentiaV CommerHelp
Wanted
sion. 759-1503 or 559cial Foreman to lead
E546.
crews. Must have a min100 WORKERS NEEDED uim 5 year crew foreman
Assemble crafts, wood and knowledge in reading
items. Materials provided.
Attorney at Law
blue prints. Call 270-753To $480+ wk. Free infor0834 6am-4pm.
304 North Fourth Street
mation pkg. 24 hr.
Murray,Kentucky
NOW hiring for various
801-428-4701
(270)753-1737
teachers position including
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
immediate opening for
including
kitchen duties. Can inquire
at 701 S. 4th St. or call
759-0109

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

STEVE VIDMER

PEACHES
Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Look For Our
YELLOW PEACH TRAILER
Please drive carefully on west side of the neighbor produce market. Follow the Peach arrow
signs to the Bremer selling site on the southern
edge of field (near 641)

(White)
Summer Pearl

(White)
Cresthaven
Elberta Queen
Biscoe
Red Gold Nectarine
Finale
Sweet Sue

Encore

Not Determined
Aug. 5 - Aug. 16
Aug. 5 -Aug. 16
Aug. 6 -Aug. 17
Aug. 15 -Aug. 25
Aug. 15 - Aug. 25
Aug. 20 - Sept. 1
Aug. 25 - Sept. 5

Please keep this ad for future reference
Nail Ad To Your Refrigerator Door.
For Additional Information Or Requests
Telephone The Orchard At

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

FUNERALS

PLAZA 1121 S'Etv
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THE QUICK CHANGE ARTIST

Experienced workers
needed for new store.

BENEFITS INCLUDE
•Compentive Salary
"Paid Vacations
'Paid Holidays

'Retirement
•Health Insurance
•Dental Insurance

Call Lindsey at 1-800-334-5036
REGISTERED NURSES
AND LPNs
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RN,
and LPNs. The following areas and fulltime &
part-time shifts are available:
Registered Nurses
ER - 7p-7a
Surgery - 7a-3p & 3p& I lp
Med/Surg - 7p-7a & 3p-1 lp
Supervisor - 7p-7a
Psychiatry - 7a-7p & 7p-7a

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsanclAarett Isaacs, Owners

Commercial Waste
Disposal

LPNs
Out Patient Surgery - 3p-1 lp
•
Med/Surg - 7p-7a
Psychiatry - 7a-7p & 7p-7a

1-800-585-6033

PLANNING AHEAD

Sign on bonus for RN positions. Excellent benefits
and salary. Interested candidates should send resume
or apply in person.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

1\.. inr.t.,4.1G'8 formal Iltrar TAN, -1 s

3414 Main St.. Mlurras. Ki 42o127111 753-1300 • loll 4 rnt. I-SSS

$6.00 per week.

m

s
Aftlf.--.
CI
44FP

"Family Owned
& Operated"

•

753-86"
Home

FUNERAL
HOME

713 South

Keith & Kelvin York

4th St.

Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided
for non-commuting workers. Transportation
and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon
completion of 50% of contract. Pay rate is
$7.07 per hour to $8.00 per hour for cutting
and housing. Contact your local employment
office.

Check us out on the Web!
TACO JOHN'S
BEST PAY
IN TOWN
Hiring: Openers &
Part-time Day Shifts
.1 amity environment
•Health/Dental available
•'Ale promote from %Rhin
Apply between

2-4 p.m. at
Murray store.
No phone calls
please. EOE

(13 Week Contract)

LICENSED
APRESENTATivE

ti •
753_6800 ulaALOCK-COLEMAN

• Office

410

4=ze

JIM KELLY

• Payment options available.

Employment dates are as follows:
8/22/02 to 12/31/02

Just say charge it!
VISA

Cie
150

100
Help Wanted
VACANCY
MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY PARKS
DEPARTMENT
Position: Parks Maintenance Supervisor.
Minimum Salary-$11.53
per hour (depending on
training and experience)
Plus excellent benefits
package Preferred Qualifications & Requirements:
*Bachelor's degree in
Parks & Recreation or
similar degree. •Fiveyears
experience in grounds and
facilities maintenance
(equivalent combination of
education and experience
may be substituted)'Ability to supervise staff, manage budget or general
office duties. •CDL
license. 'Certified Aquatic
Facility Operator (or ability
to obtain certification within six months of employment.).Herbicide applicators license (or ability to
obtain certification within
six months of employment.)"Excellent verbal
and written communication
skills. .Ability to perform
general maintenance on
park equipment (diesel
driven)•Must be able to
work weekends and nights
or on an on-call basis in
addition to regularly
scheduled hours.'Ability
to work in all weather
conditions.
Contact the Murray Calloway County Parks Office
at 900 Payne St., Murray
to obtain a copy of job description and application
Call 762-0325 for more information. Deadline for accepting applications will be
July 31, 2002.
090
Domestic & Childcare
CHILD CARE Available in
my home, Mon-Fri. Almo
area Drop ins 0 K North
School District
753-0730
NANA'S Place Daycare
taking registration for
openings. 6:00 a.m.-3:30
pm. 3:30p.m.-1:00a.m. 66 Sat. Drop-Ins welcome
Ph. 759-2524 804 Coldwater Rd.

FREE PALLETS
THE Bull Pen Steaks and
Spirits is now hiring experienced managers servers busers, dishwashers
Apply in person 2-4 pm
mon-sat 110 S 5th st

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

• Plans are personalized for you

Farmworker, Diversified
Workers Needed

People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th
St., Murray
The Village Office
Complex

FREE HELP-IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CHEATS

PLACE YOUR AD HERE:
for as little as

• Wide range of pre-planning
options.

Please send resumes to:
HR Manager
P.O. Box 69
Paris, TN 38242

Light industrial
Apply in person at

art•
fur the dedmtL,le that
Medicare does not pay. 8812 on Part A ,'. 11011
Part B Call me for more information
You

All Types of Refuse Service Z
itl

Must be willing to work overtime.

Mon. & Wed.
10 a.m.-2 p.m
Thurs.
10 a.m.-12 p.m.
& 2-4 p.m.

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

2-3 years experience in a manufacturing
environment
Good Leadership Ability
Good Oral/Written Communication Skills
High School Diploma
Computer Skills

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS

MEDICA1{E
SUPPLEMENT

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Successful candidates must possess:
.

OFFICE Position, general
duties, experience in payroll helpful. Please send
resume to 301 Olive Street
Murray, KY 42071

Lou V. McCrary
Ynur PHI:4,v I
the 'kali(

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

NOW HIRING
Managers, Sales Personnel,
Mechanics, & Technicians

INSURANCE

Dallas Willonghby
Pre-Arrangentent Specialist

PML, Inc. is an EEOC Employer

Tentative Schedule:
Mon., Wed., Fri. Weather Permitting
Arrival Approx. 9:30 a.m.
Selling Until 7 p.m. If Necessary
Approx. Ripening_ Time
Variety
Glohaven
July 18 - July 27
July 20 - July 30
Ernies Choice
July 25 - Aug. 5
Sunglo Nectarine
Daleicious
July 28 - Aug. 8
Loring
July 28 - Aug. 8
Aug. 1 - Aug. 10
Yakima Hale
Aug. 4 - Aug. 15
Belle of Georgia

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

PML, Inc.
is seeking a
Production Supervisor for the
Midnight Shift

BANKRUPTCY

No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEN1INT

VISA

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Business
Opportunity

Articles
For Sale

• WANTED partner for res- WINDOW M. good contaurant in - high traffic tou- dition 24 000 BTU, Call
rist area located on 6880 489-6126 Ask tor John
near LBL, small invest155
ment required.. Call Dave
at 270 871-7122
Appliances
_
LIKE 't\lF,W 51(ie by side
white Kenmore refrigera-

1

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

SOLD

I

_

160
Home Furnishings

I

Rc-_,Cker Recicer, torg.tnrly 5t 50 00 2472011
LAZY Bry

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
150
Articles
For Sale
18,000 BTU window ai
excellen
conditioner,
shape $275.00. 492-6188.
ANTIQUES, Stoneware
and Electronics. 759-2075.
FOR Sale: Walk-in Freezer: 8`x10'x9 New Copeland
1 HP Compressor with
$3,000.00.
evaporator.
Call (270) 435-4147.
GE Extra large capacity
washer, great condition,
$175.00.489-6126
GET America's Top 50
channels, plus 8 channels
of HBO for $36 98 per
month Get it free, get it
now Call for more information and schedule your
installation 759-0901.

NICE Was'ner & Drier
1506 London Drve 7536194 or 559-2037
190
Farm Equipment
1973 Chevy Grain truck
with hoiHt 7 Scaffold wagons, all fco S4.000 Call
(270) 435-4588 between
•
9.00AM and 2 OOPM
220
Musical
[_
PIANO I:J. sale. beautiful
console, like new condi
hon. 0 down.assume low
payments. see locally 184 4-437.9757
Mobile Homes For Sale
14X70 Belmont. 2 bedroom. 2 bath on rented lot
in country. Call 489-2059
after 4.30 p.m or leave
message
14X80 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
must move 437-4330

1988 Clayton 14x70, 3
bedroom, 2 bath Stove,
new refrigerator Delivered
and Set-up with central air
LIFT Chair Wall Hugger condition $500 00 Down
unit, new $725.00. Sell for Approx
per
$17000
$500.00 like new, four month WAC Keith Baker
months old. 753-5456_
Homes Paris (731) 644MAYTAG washer & dryer, 0012 or 1-800-533-3568
Bunk Futon, microwave
2001 Fleetwood 28x52 3
753-5123.
MOVIE and Game sale Bedroom 2 Bath, stove
Over 2000 VHS starting at retng w/Ice Maker Dishset$5 00. Over 100 PSX and washer Delivered and
PS2 Games for sale as up with central AiC, skirt
low as $6 95 Tanning mg installed $33,950
special 1 month unlimited Keith Baker Homes Pans
(731)644-0012 or 1-800$30 00.Video Gold
533-3568
OAK Saw mill Lumber
1x6 8f1 $1.00
2002 Fleetwood 16x76. 3
11/4x6 8ft $1.25
Bedroom, 2 Bath, stove.
4x4 aft $2 00
refog plush carpet, nice
2x6 8tt $1 50
floor plan, delivered and
435-4494
set-up, Central A./C, skirting installed. $22,900
STRAW for sale $2 Bale Keith Baker Homes. pans
489-2436 if no answer (731) 644-0012 or 1-800533-3568
leave message

PAGE 10

320
Apartments For Rent

1'0
[Mobile Homes For Sate
RELIANCE Homes
New 4 BR 2 Bath 1850
Sq ft Doublewide Home
delivered and set up on
your lot with A/C $39,725
Land home packages &
financing available Located 2 miles North of Murray
Hwy 641 N Call (270)
767-9442
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2 Bedroom No pets 7539866
2 BR $235/M0
2 BR $255/M0
753-6012
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent
492-8488

MONDAY, JULY 22, 2002

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

6

320
Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom apt located
near MSU appliances furnished, central heat and
air Call 489-2181
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
5200/mo 753-4109
1, 2 &*3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
1BR Apartments $195 to
$225 Furnished or unfurnished No pets. No lease
required 753-3949
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCaLRealty-7_53,4444__
1BR Apt. $225.
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
2 bedroom duplex, carport,
OKA
room.
storage
$350 00 per month, no
pets. Call 753-9636,
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath, 2
blocks from MSU.
hook-up, no pets, references required. $395.00 per
month
deposit. Daytime
753-3949. After 6:00 p.m
759-3050.
2BR 1 BA, All appliances
furnished. Duplexes and
753-2062
Townhouses
Dr 437-4833 after 5:00.
Nice
Apartment
2BR
neighborhood, beautiful
lot $375 per month. 559E410
2BR duplex in town. Quite
neighborhood, close to
University Pets only with
extla deposit $375 per
month 753-8854
2BR. Duplex C ,H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 and 4 bedroom nouse
1-2. 3br apts furnished
near MSU. 753-1252 or
Z53-0606
3BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br. Diuguid Drive Coleman RE 759-4118.
DUPLEX 3 BR. 5600qno
lease C.,1-1/A, basic appliances. dishwasher 1600
Oak hill Drive
1 BR apartment near
MSU. 213 S 16th St Apt
#5. 5250/mo Call 7536194 or 559-2097.

SMALL 1 room apartment No cooking facilities
Refrigerator furnished
water paid No pets Near
Campus 753-5980

EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished W D 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA roomy 2Br.. 2
bath, viP garage, appliances furnished 1 yri lease &
1 month deposit No Pets
753-2905
*FURNISHED 1br $265
tbr not furnished 5245
Lease, no pets, deposit
.2br in country, 15 miles
out $250 Lease, no pets
deposit
753-4937 8-5
LARGE 1 Bedroom includes washer and dryer
759-5885
NEW 2br apt All applain
ces furnished Near MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
NEW 38R. 2BA. all appliances 753-7903 or
753-7813
NICE 2br duplex Carport
1817
appliances
and
Ridgewood 753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
7534668.

SADDLE Creek Subdivi
sion. Quiet Neighborhood
all utilities underground
$15,000 753-2556
Farms For Sale

Rooms For Rent
IMMACULATE with new
bedi bedding tv, aft, desk)
chair, phone Plus full
house privileges BS TV
w/d, kitchen Cable modem All you need is your
clothes Ph 759-3401 after
5.m

2 Acre shaded lot, 2 BR. 1
BA, no inside pets, deposit
required, $450 00 month
Available 8-01-2002 7534663 from 10-5
2 Bedroom with good lake
view, chain link fenced
backyard. access to boat
welcome
pets
dock,
$550 00
(270)924-1178
Month
3 Bedroom 1 Bath with
C/H/A, all kitchen appliances. W/D hook up, low utility, large deck, no pets
Lease+deposit-References-$550 00 Day 7594877 After 5 00 759-4072
3 Bedroom houseappliances furnished, no pets, reference required, deposit
required Call 489-2181
4BR, 2 baths 1705 Miller
(954)292-8091. Owner on
property 9-4
IN Country, only minutes
from town. 3br, 2 bath, w/
garage. central air/ propane heat. Available now.
required.
References
$525 per month plus deposit No pets. 753-6105
after 6 or leave message.
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-540 On Center Drive.
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 753•
7536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

L

365
For Sale Or Lease

COMMERCIAL Property
Restaurant, Ice Cream
Shop. Storage Unit, Offices. Retarl Shop and
Apartment located within
walking distance to Lake
Barkley on main highway
Call Mack at (270) 9241010
DOWNTOWN remodeled
space for
office,retail
feet,
sq
lease,4500
$1.000 per month 7679482

EXTRA nice 1 bedroom. 1
bath. appliances (urn'
C.1-1/A. 1 yr. lease. 1
month deposit 753-2905
*EXTRA nice 1br in University Heights All applainces Lease, no pets.
deposit S325./mo
Large very nice 3 or 4br
duplex Fallbrook All applainces Lease, no pets.
deposit 5740 'mo
,
753-4937 Day
759-8926 Nights

1

121Lots For Sale

FOR Sale By Owner. Resort for sale 9 cabins, 4
R V spots, 30 wet slips,
some covered. 24x40
shop and approx 3 acres.
Call for more detail (270)
436-5811
Pets & Supplies
AKC Siberian Husky pups
(731) 232-6185

60 Acres in two tracts one
55 Acre tract with Tobacco
Barn, Stockbarn and Two
Stocked Ponds One 5
Acre Tract with 14x50 2
Bedroom Mobile home
and one Tobacco Barn
Call (270) 435-4588
and
between 9 00AM
2 OOPM
-HORSE Farm for sale
Beautiful horse barn and
stables 3 Ponds approx.
19 acres 2 1/2 miles from
city limit Call for appt
Leave
(270)658-3086
message
465
Acreage
2 Lots, 100'x200 each
located on Scarlett Drive
Sherwood Forest (2701
753-4882

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•\ inyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

tainb Brother
'
s
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

1

I

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

Metal
Roofing
now manufacture. Buy direct.

Specializiris in Roof Repairs

We

• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free EsttmateA - 10 Years Experience

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors
Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection-A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop-Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service
)
(U701759-362.4•mom 548-526i
Tree & Stump Removal
Free EstimateA
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Service
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED
Owner: Mark Lamb
.
-

Homes For Sale
520

YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•10()(4- loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

Global Mortgage Link

Boats & Motors

Services Offered

1978 15 1/2 foot Procraft
Bass boat, garaged 50
HP Mercury. Exc condition, Extra accessories.
$2,200 or OBO Night 4362363 Daytime 753-2562.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113

84 17' Procraft F/S, 150
Merc xR2 12/24 Troll Lot's
$4,800 00
extras
of
(270 436-2237

Cern Puckett • Darren .4 font' • Jas quel‘n Watson
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B
10 Acres with 2000 28x80
Fleetwood, C/H/A, well,
septic, block foundation,
many extras. Kirksey. 4892945.

1998 Dodge Stratus ES,
Loaded, 165,000 miles
S2,500 436-5211

A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning. 436-5141.

1999 Ford Taurus, power
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULeverything, cruise, 53 K
ING Junk clean up, cleanmiles EW/ 75 K milesl
ing out sheds, gutters. tree
1801 Gatesborough Circle, $9950 753-2892
work 436-2867.
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, Sholtz 84 Olds Delta 88, ac, new
A-1 Tree Service
Design, large wooded lot. tires, runs and looks good
Stump Removal.
hardwood floors, quality 5900 00 489-2955 •
492-8737,
throughout, fenced back- '86 Mercury Lynx Station
437-3044.
yard. great location and Wagon,Autai4 Cyl /Cruise.
Free Estimates
fantastic neighbors. 753- good tires $400.00 Bunk
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
8448 By appointment.
mattresses
Beds with
Decks. Home Additions,
$100.00
753-6619.
2 acres parcel and 3br
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
home with in restricted 91 Chrysler Lebaron, 2 dr. Garages, Pole Barns, Metsubdivision on Robertson V-6, PS P B., Tilt, AM al Buildings, Fencing.
FM CD player, New tires. Quality Workmanship.
rd. 759-1359.
51,20000 Call 437-4910 Licensed
2 Bedroom Brick house cii 759-1892
753-7860. 753-1194
w/carport, 1,565 sq. ft
95 Pontiac Bonneville
Mower reAFFORDABLE
C/H/A. $69,900 759-4188. loaded, power everything,
pair, tillers, go carts, etc
3 Bedroom 3 1/2 Bath leather. 18 in. wheels, Free pickup, delivery 436House. shop, Tobacco 118,xxx miles. $8,600. 2867
barn, Log cabin on 14 753-6511
ALL Carpentry Service
Ford
93
acres, 3 miles from murray GREEN
From Foundation to
&
Taurus/Wagon,Looks
121 South 759-0399
Finish
Runs good. Great family
18Yrs experience
3 or 4 bedroom, 2 story
car, driving for work car.
New Constructionbrick home with carport
$2.500 OBO. Call (270)
Remodeling- Repairs*
and deck, 1 bath, large
489-2655 ,or (270) 395Concrete Work
shady yard 759-9210
5588
AGC Certified
3BR, 3 bath, brick home
500
435-4272
hardwood floors, finished
Used Trucks
basement, garage, storage
ALL Carpentry,
building, 1103 Sycamore,
Electrical.
1992 Jeep Cherokee
$85.000 Call 498-8943 inNew Const Home & Mo$1.500 00 Firm
side Murray area or 731bile Home repair, Termite
(270) 759-7547
498-8943 outside Murray
& Water Damage. Re2001 Ford F150 XLT, 4- placement Windows. Vinyl
area
BY OWNER: 3BR, 2BA DOOR, 4X4. Wanton V-8, Siding. Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo
House, C/H/A, Pool. 24x24 31 000 Miles 753-6319
Barn, fenced for livestock, CHEVY 5-10 ext cab 4x4 753-9372. 753-0353.
1786 sq ft. $81,500. Call $1,500. Call 759-9305
Asphalt Sealcoating
510
for App. 492-8103.
Travis Asphalt Sealing
Campers
BY Owner Brick home lo•Driveways
cated at 305 Woodlawn
*Parking lots
24' Prowler Camper
2br, 1 bath, living room.
FREE ESTIMATES
Excellent Condition
kitchen, utility, carport, pa753-2279
(270)759-2547
tio, central heat & air with
gas heat, newly redecorated 557,500 For appointment call 731-587-6860 or
731-588-3538.

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services
Tilling and Bushogging
Lawn-Mulch-Shrubs-Trees
(270) 436-5277.
CARPORTS Starting at
5675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
CONCRETE Finishing.
sidewalks, driveways, patios, general maintenance.
Free Estimates 435-4619
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilling- Blade WorkBushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald L. Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 836-5681
FINE Art Portraits, very
reasonable,. check out
www lilestudio corn 7590330.
FIX It Up
Home Improvements
Repairs & Maintenance
(270) 752-0776.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insur
ed 489-2839
HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry, carpentry No job too
small (731)247-301-5
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb
HYDRO CLEAN
Pressure Washing
Exterior Cleaning
Vinyl, Brick. Decks.
Driveways. roofs & More
Free Estimates
Stephen Alexander
270-527-8577

530
Services Offered
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
-For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
.36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
-Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
-Free estimates
Please call 753-8858.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
-Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
•Quick Drying
753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
-Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668
MR. LAWN CARE
759-2514
•Mowing *Landscaping
-Gutter-Cleaning
PAtNTING
PAY LESS
Call Dan 753-9618 ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
'435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9014
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters 7532592

TOM `,,ITANCE

E1Cromit CONTRACTING
994-0388

767-9036

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood work
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available

LOTS FOR SALE
Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
driveway. Also land home packages.

270-437-4838

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.

437-4838 or
270 559-4986
530
Services Offered
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
*Shrub *Trimming
*Bed mulching
437-4407
210-6268

660
Free Column
FREE Kittens
Call 753-5791
Tobacco & Supplies
15.000 Tobacco sticks
10c a piece. 435-4316

PUBLIC AUCTION

-

the Calloway County School District will be conducting a public auction on Tuesday. July 30, 2002, at I :(X)
p.m. at the Calloy.ay County School Bus Garage. 1343
Highway 121 North, Murray. KY.
Ihe following vehicles will be auctioned:
1986 - 66 passenger bus
211988 -66 passenger bus
Vehicles may be inspected at the bus garage only during the hours of 6:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday.
Complete settlement day of sale, cash or check with
proper identification. All items must he picked up by
the end of the day unless otherwise noted that day. Not
responsible for accidents. Announcements on the day
of the sale take precedence over all printed material.
This auction is being conducted by public authority
pursuant to KRS 330.040(1 ((a).

Horoscopes

HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708
470
Motorcycles & ATV's

93 Full size Blazer
Excellent Condition
Must see 489-2209

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. July
23. 2002'
Luck falls in your lap this year. especially in August. If you step back and use
your intuition more often, you'll be able
to zero in on the nght choice. You will
draw others to you because of your
uncanny sixth sense - you know exactly what to say. You prosper, both financially and emotionally. as a result. Your
work and daily lives also become more
rewarding If you are single, the problem
will not be drawing others but choosing
from your many admirers. If you are
attached, your relationship can develop
to a new level because of your sensitivity and opulent personality. You find it
easy to forgive others. CAPRICORN
works well with you

99 Jeep Cherokee Sport
4x4 dark green cold air, 5
speed, 41k $8,800
436-2528
490
Or
Used Cars
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
270-527-2931
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic.
Roger Stubblefield
02' Cruiser, Limited Edi 3-Average; 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
Silver.
Loaded
lion,
430
17.000 miles. $18,400 ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
Real Estate
753-8173 or 210-7084
**** Others envy your vitality and
1983 Caprice Classic high energy You're close to unstoppable
2 rental mobile home on Good condition $2.000 when you make up your mind to be Your
separate lots 2br. 1 bath OBO 767-9762
work assumes a higher priority than
each city water. adioining 1989 Cadillac Seville usual Schedule time for something
lots, 3 miles from Murray 90,xxx miles Local owner important to your well-being Clear your
Rents for over $600 per S3,000 753-2247
mind by switching topics. Tonight: Get
month Excellent invest- 1992 Honda Prelude Ex- into an outside project.
ment Must sell 531.500 cellent
car
$6,000 TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
for all 753-7678 days 753- (270)674-5971
***** Your playful manner could
4919 nights
1995 Honda Accord EX, throw off an associate who doesn't know
white, Leather, Moon roof, what to make of it Be clear about what
HALEY Professional
condition you expect from others, especially
Immaculate
Appraising
$7,200.00 753-8173 or regarding your relationship with them
270-759-4218
210-7084
Save your flirtatiousness for the one who
-For What Ifs Worth"
counts Tonight So what if it's a
Tuesday?

4

530
Services Offered

Your Home impravetneht Headquarters

460

Warrior $1,900
BASSET Hound puppies, 1993
6 weeks old, males only, (270) 519-8323
5150 442-1842
2000 300 Kaw Praire, 4x4
DOG Obedience
Auto, like new, 140 miles
Master Trainer,
$4,000 OBO (270)436436-2858
2237
485
Sport Utility Vehicles
Public Sale

FOR your
Real Estate and
Personal Contents
Sales to Auction
Call 270-753-5086
Wayne Wilson

Services Offered

530
Services Ofterea

530
Services Ortered

530
Services Offered

GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
**** Your sense of security, in the
face of an obstacle, might really throw
someone off. This person doesn't know

center of your planning. You also might
find this an excellent opportunity for
brainstorming. Listen carefully to an
associate who shares different options.
Zoom in on what you want. Tonight:
Continue the brainstorming session over

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** A partner or business associate
makes an offer that you cannot say no to.
Be more playful with others. Avoid taking another's comments too seriously or
personally. A light touch can make all the
difference. Don't make a drama when
you don't need to. Tonight: Happily van-

what to make of it. You can explain all
you want, but he or she won't get it. Be munchies.
generous with those who are less easygo- SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ing than you. Tonight: Happy at home.
**** Consider options that surround ish.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
your finances and a boss. You might need PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Dash into work ready to to Initiate a discussion about money. **** Realize what is happening with
make phone calls, schedule meetings and Listen more and express your ideas less. others. You seem to do and say the right
clear your desk. Your focus on getting You will come out with a more solid plan thing. Don't worry so much about a decithe job done energizes not only a boss, about to what needs to happen. Tonight: sion. Just be clear when you let others
hut also associates. Trust yourself to Let work spill over.
know. Meetings and groups add to the
choose the right words. Tonight: Join a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
positive nature of your day. Tonight:
fnend.
***** News that heads your way Follow your friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
might be very exciting, and it could be
**** You probably know that you the beginning of many opportunities. BORN TODAY:
might need to spend some money in Laugh and lighten up about work. Not Celebrity Monica Lewinsky (1973),
order to make some. Still, observe and everything needs to be serious. Your radio talk-show host Don Imus (1940),
see how much leaves your pocket in the smile wins you far more than a serious actor Daniel Radcliffe (1989)
•••
next few days. You do have a tendency, demeanor does. Tonight: Try it!
when all's said and done, to go overboard. Decide on your limits. Tonight:
Pay bills first.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 221
***** You're excitable, dynamic
and definitely a force, wherever you are.
Though you dislike confrontation, it
might be wise to step back and do some
thinking. Some situations need a more
active stance. Now is that time. Tonight
Play away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** * * Follow the direction your
instincts lead you. Right now you might
be more in tune than you realize. espePaid For By Don Senf Campaign Committee
cially with property. home and family
Others go out of their way for you at
work. You might be tempted to work
late Tonight: A must appearance.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**** Conversations take you in a
new direction. Allow a meeting to be the

vote DON SENF
SHERIFF

*Efficient Road Patrol Coverage
*Enforcement of Drug Laws
*Communication Between Sheriff & Residents

Make a Difference Ray

July 27 - 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Roy Stewart Stadium

